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A VOTE FOR

WILLIAM T. SMITH

Why

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
FOR

Not Vote For The Man
Who Has Voted For You?

CLYDE SMITH

STATE
SENATOR

FOR

IS A VOTE FOR

CONGRESS

Better Highways
Pensions for the aged,
infirm and blind

Presented legislation for
REGISTERING OF
LEGISLATIVE
LOBBYISTS

Crime prevention and
real punishment for
the offenders

SHORTER WORK DAY

WORKMEN’S
COMPENSATION
INSURANCE

Better schools and
higher education

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ALAN U. BIRD
CLYDE H. SMITH
Skowhegan

ATTORNEY AT LAW
■M'S

Candidate for the nom

ination as Representa
to

tive

from this city.

w

c

Legislature

With Rockland as a
client Mr. Bird would
give the municipality
the same earnest and
conscientious service
given every client in
hit private practice.
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
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FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
This is to notify my friends
that I am a candidate on the

Republican ticket for nomi

nation as

COUNTY

COMMISSIONER
in the

JUNE PRIMARIES
And that I shall br pleased
to have their support

HERBERT W. KEEP
66-68-09-71
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VOTE FOR

COL. GEORGE C.

WEBBER
AUBURN. MAINE

REPUBLICAN

CANDIDATE
FOR NOMINATION TO

CONGRESS
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OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT

SUNSET

LODGE

'

SOUTH HOPE. MAINE

Most Delightful Dining Spot in Eastern Maine

CHICKEN DINNER,
STEAK DINNER,

$1.00
$1.50

Attractive Surroundings. Beautiful View. Restful Atmosphere.
Recreational Facilities. Ample Parking Spare.

Telephone Union I 1-2J for Reservations
FOLLOW ROUTE 17 TO SOUTH HOPE—WATCH FOR SIGN
68*70-71

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions 83 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1881 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Tlie newly organized St, Gcorje
Republican Club held a live meeting
in the Martinsville Grange hall
Thursday night. Lobster supper was
served and there was a music pro
gram featuring the violin selections
of Fred Smalley, candidate for rep
resentative to Legislature.
Tlie
speakers were Charles T. Smalley,
♦
Great men do not control -■ candidate for tne State Senatorial
— events; they profit by them. — ■»
— Andre Muurols
—• nomination; Judge Zelma M Dwinal.
candidate for the Congressional
nomination; and Adin L. Hopkins,
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
candidate for the county commis
sioner nomination.
Mr. Hopkins
quoted from the annual report of the
Knox County commissioners and the
fine showing made by that board was
recognized with a round of hearty
applause.

PERMANENTS
Becoming style*—with choice of ma
chine wave or the new form of
marhineless permanent.
KATHARINE'S BEAUTY SHOP
18 Gay SL
Roekland
Tel. 270-W
Katharine Small. Prop.
68’lt

Introduced thr first Old Age
Pension bill presented to a
Maine Legislature. Now in
itiating a more liberal onr to
the next session.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Untiringly sponsored
and Rural road;.

ST. GEORGE REPUBLICANS

The Courier-Gazette

CHILD LABOR
PROTECTION

67-71

DEER ISLE BRIDGE

IT WAS IMPRESSIVE

Seeing Hope In the New Re Rotarians Saw Coast Artillery
In Action Yesterday, and
lief Bill, Con. Brewster
Ate "Chow”
Works Persistently
With hope for $300 000.000 for PWA
ln the new relief bill, Representative
Brewster ls working for PWA ap
proval of the Deer Isle-Sedgwick
bridge before the money is actually
available^, so that the bridge
may be on the approved list
when the time for cutting the pie
begins. Total asked for the bridge
is $700,000, of which 45 percent would
be a grant and the rest a loan.
Chief obstacle now lies In the two
words “may” and “shall." In the
act of the Maine Legislature the word
"may" is used In regard to State un
derwriting of the Bridge District's
bonds. In thc referendum the word
"shall” ls used. PWA, which looks
to the bonds to guarantee the loan,
is dubious as to whether or not the
State Is bound by the word “may.”
Gov. Brann gave to Brewster a
statement setting forth that “may" is
the usual language of the Legisla
tures acts and that the state has
never repudiated its obligations.

Major George Blaney was master
of ceremonies at thc Armory yes?rday when Battery G entertained the
Rotary Club at “chow.’
The big floor of the Armory was
laid out to scale to represent Port
land Harbor. A ship model was
mechanically moved across the floor

MUSTN’T BE NAUGHTY

SUU

Much of this legislation was opposed by those who today admit
the justirr thereof which gives lo our candidaU the credit for being
right and having the courage of his convictions.
Many of the problems referred to have received Mr. Smith’s
untiring support for many years. It is not this way with his oppon
ents who have eompleUly failed to even endorse such measures
until wanting votes.
Clyde Smith s long and active experience prepares him for na
tional problems, as per extracts from his speech delivered May MKtli
at the WaUrville Republican Club.
“CAPITAL AND LABOR. Each succeeding day plainly shows
the need of a better undersUnding between labor and capiul. Such
a relationship would serve to prevent strikes, waste and industrial
unrest. Employers and employes are In business together, one as
important as is thr other. All matters pertaining to wages and
working conditions should be deUrmlned by the partnership.
“CapiUl is entitled to a reasonable profit, labor to a saving
wage. Government inUrference, lazy employes and selfish em
ployers are the barriers to this goat
“A shorter work day is ineviUble. Improved, over-speeded and
over-used machinery has absorbed human labor. The working
man’s compensation insurance should Be made adequate to care for
himself and family while IncapaclUted. Unemployment insurance
is an economic contribution to ail concerned, employer, employe and
consumer. Heads of families without employment, those injured
without wages, cannot buy the fanner’s produce or the merchant’s
goods."
“PROTECTIVE TARIFF. For many years I have advocated a
tariff that will prevent foreign goods coming to our country that
can be produced by American labor. This protection is necessary *»
order to maintain our higher standard of living.
“Reciprocal relations between countries usually decrease pro
duction and Impair wages for the nation nearest self-supporting and
paying belter prices. James G. Blaine recognized this principle
when making his bid for reciprocity and he waa very careful to ex
change only for such goods as could not be obtained in the United
States.
“Foreign goods today drprive laboring men and women of a
chance to earn a living. Wc w oiild do well to go back to those days
when our tariff barriers were secure, when our producers could
view the future with certainty, our nation was becoming more and
more independent.”
“AGRICULTURE. We are agreed that the farming industry is
thr life blood of the nation's activities, that if the farmer cMnot
function profitably, all of us will fold our tents in retreat. Thrrr
should be a nation wide effort to lessen distribution costs of the
farmer's produce.
“It is a little less than ridiculous for thr farmer to sell his milk
for four rents per quart while the consumer pays twelve cents, or
for potatoes to be sold for twenty-five rents per bushel and resold
in the market for the same price per perk.
“Why not substitute cost of middlemen with a system of direct
delivery, giving this saving to the producer, a difference that would
mean profits instead of losses?
“Why not create storage plants for imperishable produce
whereby fanners could, at harvest time, receive a part of produc
tion costs, the balanrr when prices advance and produce sold?
“I believe that such plans would be an immeasurable benefit lo
those who are obliged to sell their produce at low prices or berausr
of insufficient storage facilities. Give this industry a balanced
budget and you open the arteries of every business throughout the
nation.”
“TAXES. We must admit that taxes represent the outstanding
burden of this day and generation and that they have been in
creased at a time when relief was expected in this direction, or
when people were least able to pay.
Washington's example of waste and extravaganre has extended
to thr last political suh-dlvlsion, across the threshold of every home
and into all business activities. This condition with the establish
ing of a relief system with starvation wages, has discouraged hopes
and ambitions, shunted the dreams of savings and the desire to pay.
“A million times better to have left the distribution of federal
funds to non-partisan, patriotic citizens serving without pay, using
the savings to provide a living wage and to prevent proud, selfresperting citizens from becoming a part of a relief list."
“FISHING AND LUMBERING. Mr. Smith decries the fact
that the fishing and lumbering business disappeared at about the
samr time, the latter in consrqurnoe of substitutes and foreign
importations.
“Some contend that we are using our forests faster than they
grow, but this is no excuse for accepting Russian pulp wood at prices
that prevent our twelve thousand farmers from selling stumpage
that is fast deteriorating. A give and take system at Washington
has wrought serious injury to our lumber business. Some one
should have the courage to protect Maine’s biggest businrss.
“The fishing enterprise was at one time a leading factor in
Maine's industries, it giving employment to thousands of sturdy citi
zens. This business has slowly ebbed away. Unfair and insufficient
legislation and the failure to create a demand for this product, is
ihr story. With our incomparable roast line (fishing areal wr see
other states leading the way. Why not protect this industry and
develop a use for one of our national resources?”
“OLD AGE ASSISTANCE. For many years I have believed in
xn Old Age Pension founded on a budgetary basis that would adr(uately and permanently rare for those fading years. I do not be
lieve that destitution and pauperism are necessary to entitle one to
this assistance.
"After giving the subject of aged assistance more study than
has any man or group of men in our State, having introduced the
first Old Age Pension bill presented to a Maine Legislature. Feb. 5,
1923, I have become convinced that the principles of Old Age
Assistance are worthy enough to be independent of and free from
any scheme or combination.
“For this reason I opposed making this aid dependent on money
received from a sales tax or from the liquor business. Surh legis
lation would change with changing public sentiment, thereby
either leaving our older people without or always uncertain of this
protection.
“Likewise I object to the transaction tax for financing Old Age
Pensions. If the Townsend plan is the best way to prosperity, I
subscribe to it. but before accepting an innovation that calls for
two hundred forty millions of dollars each and every year from
the tax payers of thr State of Maine, It behooves us to go slowly,
and in no event, tie the cause of Old Age protection to any un
known quantity."
WHY TAKE A CHANCE?
CLYDE SMITH’S ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR HIS TOWN,
COUNTY AND STATE WOULD MAKE HLM USEFUL
IN CONGRESS
(Signed) F. OMAR FURBER, President,
,
Smith For Congress Club, Skowhegan
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THREE CENTS A COPY
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A “STRAD” FOR SALE
A Genuine Stradivarius Violin. Double
Tone, Clear and Loud.
Made In Germany 1727
Telephone 361-W
MRS. R. F. EATON, Glencove. Me.

RENOMINATE

DANCE

CLEVELAND
SLEEPER, JR.

SPRUCE HEAD COMMUNITY
HALL

Saturday, June 6
8.30 Standard
DOUG VINAL'S OR< HESTRA
Admission: Ladies and Men 2Se
67-68

FOR

REPRESENTATIVE

BASEBALL

at Augusta. 1 hope Rock

ROCKLAND HIGH
vs.
VINALHAVEN HIGH
COMMUNITY PARK

land will not forget me in

Saturday, June 6

“I did not forget Rockland

..no I’ M

the primaries.”

Admission I5e and 25c
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Some of thc Lewiston Democratic
leaders are reported to have “broken1
with Oov. Brann and are openly as
serting their intention of voting
against him in the September elec
tion. Whether the “break” is due to
a misunderstanding and will soon bs
repaired, remains lo be seen. Also it
, would appear that Judge Lancaster,
j chairman of the Democratic State
committee, is not as popular as he
was. with at least a few of hls party
workers. Among the sorely displeased
reported. Is one who has been a loyal
i worker with, and supporter of Oov.
i Brann for many years. They claim
| the number of antl-Brann Democrats
is on the Increase in his own home
town. Friends of the governor do not
regard the situation as even threaten
ing. They believe any Ul feeling must
be due to a misunderstanding and
predict that everything will be ironed
out before the fall election —Kenne
bec Journal.

Major George Blaney was a most
efficient master of ceremonies

at one end while at the other Instru
ments were trained to observe its
course and Indicate the trajectory
for the gunners. The proper figures
were telephoned to another room
where they were placed on a board
for the direction of imaginary gun
ners.
It was an impressive demonstra
tion.
The Club then repaired to the
Public Landing and saw the routine
of firing thc big gun done repeated
ly. Chow was eaten and dishes
washed ln regulation army style.
During luncheon the big gun was un
limbered and put Into traveling con
dition behind a tractor.
Everything went off without a
hitch and there was a general broad
Just received, new lot of very at ening of Rotarian vision among the
tractive coats in white and pastel majority who have not seen military
shades. Lucien K. Oreen, 16 Schooi service. It was good for the club
members and, no doubt, encouraging
street. Rockland.—adv.
to the Battery Boys. Among the,
guests were Rev. C. H. -Olds, Chap
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
lain of the Organization. Gen. Han
son. Major William Chapin, Carl K.
Ross and visiting Rotarians. Israel
Cutler and John A. Smith of Ban
gor.

CHARLES T. SMALLEY

JUSTICE FISHER WEDS

Republican

Justice William H. Fisher of the
Superior Court and Mrs Nell H.
Andrews, widow of Charles L An
drews were married Wednesday at
the home of the bride ln Augusta.
Rev. Andrew T. McWhorter, D. D.,
of the South Parish Congregational
Church officiated and among the
relatives in attendance were Mrs.
Leigh D Flynt., daughter of Justice
Fisher, and George H. Andrews of
Norway, son of the bride, and Mrs.
Andrews. Following the June term
of court at Calais, where Justice
Fisher is presiding, they will make
their home at the Fisher residence,
107 Winthrop street, Augusta.

Candidate
For Nomination As

STATE

SENATOR •
Will support surh legislation

as Knox County's voters de

sire and will be available to

FRED E. BURKETT

suggestion at all times.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

68S71

OF UNION

If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read vome poetry
and listen to tome music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.

Candidate for re-nominztinn on the
Republican ticket for Senator from
Knox County in the coming Primary
Election.

NOTICE!

Born in the Slate of Maine In
Union. Knox County.

Dealer in hardware and automobile
supplies.
Was Town Clerk, Tax Collector and
chairman of the board of Selectmen
eleven years, during which time thr
town indebtedness was reduced from
$30,000 to a balance in favor ol the
town with a reduction in thr tax rate.
Was manager of Thorndike A Hix
canning factory in Union a number of
years and was agent ot Amrriean Ex-,
press and Georges VaUey R. R. sev
eral years.

Was Representative to the Legislatrue in 1929 and 1931, and Senator in
1935.

A member of the Taxation Commit
tee who believes in keeping the taxes
down to a minimum without being
niggardly as his record shows.
A member of the Pension Commit
tee who believes in an Economically
Sound Old Ago pension for drserving
people.
67-71

You’ll be delighted with
our Prrmanrnis. Five
modern methods.
Only the best in
workmanship,
materials^
_

Parents and friends of Rockland High School arc
cordially invited to visit the exhibition of school
work at the old Crie’s Store in Masonic Temple, Sat
urday, June 6—9.00 A. M. to 7.00 P. M.

Admission Free

START TODAY
To give each of your children the quart of milk
needed for growth and development

Note the improvement in three to four weeks
—and at the same time drink a pint a day yourself
Phone 622 for an extra quart today

Wc make three deliveries—Early Morning
Regular I 0.30 A. M. and 4.30 P. M. Special

It

Perfect
results
guaranteed.
Prices to suit
everybody.

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST.

BEDOUIN LOVE SONG

From the Desert I come to thee.

TEL. 1123-W
58tf

75-77
PARK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL 622

On a stallion shod with fire;
And the winds are left behind
In the speed of my desire.
Under thy window I stand.
And the midnight hears my cry:
I love thee. I love but thee.
With a love that shall not die
Till the sun grows cold.
And the stars are old.
And the leaves of the Judgment
Book unfold I
Look from thy window, and see
My passion and my pain!
I lie on the sands below.
And I faint m thy disdain.
Let the night-winds touch thy brow
With the heat of my burning sigh.
And melt thee to hear the vow
Of a love that shall not die
TUI the sun grows cold,
And the stars are old.
And the leaves of the Judgment
Book unfold!
My steps are nightly driven.
By the fever In my breast.
To hear from thy lattice breathed
The word that shall give me rest.
Open the door of thy heart.
And open thy chamber door.
And my kisses shall teach thv lips
The love that shall fade no more
TUI the sun grows cold.
And the stars are old.
And the leaves of the Judgment
Book unfold!

—Bayard Taylor

OaklandPark
J)ancing f
TONIGHT
Saturday
BOBBY WOOD
and hls
COLLEGIATE CLUB
ORCHESTRA
direct from New York

NO advance; in PRICES
FREE PARKING
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Every-Other-Day

and the seniors next Friday. At the
senior picnic, the class gifts will be
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
presented toy Olenna Rankin and
Sam
Olover.
(By the Pupils)
I have rejoiced ln the way ot Thy
• • • •
testimonies; I will not forget Thy
The Commencement Ball was held J
Word. -J’s. 119: 5, 14. 16.
Impressive initiation ceremonies at Oakland Park, last evening, with i
BY OLD JOE PAR
' took place at Tuesday's assembly Eddie Whalen's orchestra providing
FORD PREDICTS
when six seniors and five Juniors be- music.
The undefeated High School golf
Five of Maine's patriotic bodies will hold their State conventions in this
; came members of tne Rockland
Helvl Rivers has been school team has its tig test for State
Changes In the Industry To
Championship honors Monday when city the flrst four days of next week, heading the list being the sessions Mon
chapter of the National Honor stenographer this week.
Come- During the Next
the boys meet the strong Portland day and Tuesday of the Daughters of Union Veterans. The other conven
Society of Secondary Schools, under
the sponsorship of Miss Parker.
High
team on neutral fairways at the tions will be held Wednesday and Thursday. The business section is deco
, Twenty-five Years
The postponed softball game with
Bath
Country dub. As Portland is rated for the occasion, and citizens need no urging to help make the visit a
Rose Flanagan, post graduate, who Camden High was played last week
A quarter of a century from now,
became a member last year, as presi at Camden with a score of 12 to 7 rated the strongest schoolboy team in happy one for all of the delegates. The program:
dent of the society graciously wel- In favor of Rockland. Three runs the State the result of this match
savs Henry Foi J in an interview
Who wins in a game of hide-andWEDNESDAY, JUNE 10th
' corned guests and the student body
wUI be a deciding factor ln settling
with S. J. Woolf in the June Rowere
made
by
Brault,
two
by
Berg

seek when it is the burglar who seeks
to the ceremony, explaining the ob gren, Young, and Oray; and one by the title question. Dick Harden, 8.30 A. M. Department Council will meet at Department Head
tarian Magazine, people will look
quarters to audit the books of the Secretary and Treas
jectives of the organization, and the White. Hatch, and Pellicane Hanley Mike Leo. Jimmy Accardi and Teddy
what
you
have
tried
to
hide
—
your
back at these times in much the
urer. Members of thc Council must be present at this
| necessary standards toy which new was umpire on bases.
Benner will make up the local quar
same way as we now do at the
valuable papers?
time to entitle them to their mileage.
members are chosen by the faculty.
tet.
• • B •
stagecoach era of the world's devel
•
•
•
•
The
four
cardinal
principles
on
He wins nearly every time! You
9.30 A. M. Opening Session of thc Encampment at Odd Fellows
The 7-3 division, of 41 members,
opment.
j which the society is founded, i3cholCharles Murray and R. W. Merrill
Ilall, School Street.
wUI
have
its
picnic
next
Tuesday
lose!
However,
he
explains
that
arship. Leadership, Service, and
i of Bangor. M. Holm of Boston and
(a) Department Officers Reports
after
school
at
Crockett's
Beach
with
while improvements are taking
Character were feelingly described
Dr.
Petteplece
of
Camden
made
up
Why play a game in which thc
(b) Report of Chairman on Consolidated Auxiliary
Miss Hughes and Mrs. Burrows as
place and new things are being cre
I by four seniors. Edward Hayes, Carl
, a foursome at the club this week
reports
chaperones.
odds are so much against you? Why
ated, it does not follow that old
Spear, Frances Young and Catherine
j Dr. Petteplece is one of the club's 12.00
'
Recess
things must be abandoned, if therc
Chisholm,
members since last year,
most enthusiastic members and is
not give your j»apers the protection
Students
in
English
III
division
•
Past Presidents and Past Commanders dinner will hc
is any good in them.
who were appropriately dressed In
taught by Miss Stahl dramatized sec settling down to a good steady game.
“Aviation," says Mr. Ford, “will
held at the Methodist Church, price fifty cents
of a safe deposit box? Tbe rental cost
black, red, and blue gowns.
• • • •
tions of Admirable Crichton last
not come into its own until the au
After the vows were taken, Princi
is but a cent or two a day. Do not
Sherwood Williams and Bob Brew 2.00 P. M. Encampment session resumed
week. Special credit should go to
tomobile has been absolutely per
pal Blalsdall congratulated the new
(a) Courtesy Hour in charge of my Chief of Staff
er
decided that they needed some
the group in charge of Robert Crane
fected. Hut there is much still to
take chances.
members. Charles Merritt, Margaret
and Personal Aide
who produced a ptort of Act IV. exercise the other day and came up :
be done in automobiles. Give us
Dunton. Thelma Whitehouse, Wil
Those taking part were Dorothy for the afternoon. Their scores were I 3.00 P. M. Exemplification of the ritual hy E. A. Starrett, Auxiliary
a few years more, and thc automo
liam Anderson. Carleton Gregory,
Munro. Helvl Rivers, Shirley Stanley, not posted, and couldn't be without
bile will be improved and refined
No. 8 of Warren
•
Ruth Harper, Eleanor Johnson.
beyond all present imagination.
Sylvia Tyler, Barbara Perry. Virginia the help of a bookkeeping depart
Vieno
Kangas.
Betty
McAlary.
Rus

Motor-car manufacturing is still a
Oray, Charles Dorgan. David Curtis, ment. but they had a lot of fun and ' 4.00 P. M. Joint Manorial services with the Sons of Union Vet
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION. VINALHAVEN, WARREN
sell Hickman and Edith Dondis. on
erans conducted by Department Chaplain of the Auxil
promise to be steady customers dur
new industry.
There will be
Leland Turner, and James East.
thetr attainment, and presented the
iary and thc Department Chaplain of the Sons of Vet
• • • ■
changes for the better in almost
ing the summer.
seniors with certificates and the
erans
A slight delay in starting due to
• • • •
every part of the car.
Juniors with membership cards.
"All our machinery will lx- light
the baseball game brought about a
V. C. Hawley of Manchester. N. H. 9.30 P. M. Past Department Presidents and Past Department Com
Interspersed throughout the rites speedy trip to Drift Inn. Martinsv.lle,
er and better. This is true not only
played this week and turned in a
manders Banquet, place to be announced
were hymns sung by a double quartet Tutsday evening, where the scnlcts
of automobile machinery but of
nice 86 for 18. He praised the con
composed of Oeorge Huntley. Rich '. eld Its annual banquet. Aft»r de
machinery in general.
Almost
dition of the course and considers It 8.00 P. M. Campfire SamOset Hotel
ard EUingwood. Roy Joyce. Donald vouring delicious lotsster and chicken
every mechanism today is unneces
Fraternal greetings to the Grand Army of the Repub
one of the best nine hole lay-outs1
sarily overburdened with weight—
Marriner. Bernice Havener, Ruth dinner/ the guests of tlie evening.
lic and Allied Organizations will be extended at this
that lie has tried.
due to a system of interlooking di
Thomas. Margaret Rogers, and Felice Principal and Mrs. Blalsdall. Mr.
time
• • • •
rectorates ; manufacturers have been
Perry, with Dorothy Sherman play and Mrs. Durrell, Mr. Bowden. Miss
Jim Flanagan, our pro and Doctor' 11.30 P. M. Stunt night, place to he announced
only selling materials instead of also
ing the piano accompaniment.
Stahl, and the junior class president.
Emery
"Flash, Trap" Howard bowed
studying their best use.
The stage setting which featured Russell Nash, were Introduced by
down to a humiliating defeat the ‘
“No one can speak of the fu
THURSDAY, JUNE 11
the keystone and flaming torch, the Carl Spear and responded with reother day at the hands of Art Flana
ture," he continues, “without taking
emblem of the society, together with marks and Jokes,
A meeting of the directors of the
Thomaston 11. St. George 4
gan and Charles Wotton. This was 10.00 A. XI. Parade of the Grand Army and Allied Organizations
into thoughtful consideration just Knox County Twilight League wa.-1 Here is the full score of Tuesday's colorful draperies artistically ar
The class prophecy was given by
brought about mainly through a 11.00 A. XI.
what the last few years have seen
Unfinished business and election of officers
held at The Courier-Gazette office upset at Thomaston when the home ranged. made a fitting background "Sir" Janies Accardi who predicted
in the increased employment of agri
scintillating
33 hung up by the
for the formal observance.
many difficult and amusing situa
last night and Fred C Black was re- team defeated St George 11 to 4
cultural products in manufacturing.
Recess
younger of the Flanagan family for 12.00 XI.
• • • •
elected president. The other officers'
Thomaston
tions. At the conclusion of the pro
We grow much of an automobile
the
lowest
score
of
the
year.
Tlte
ab r bh po a c
2.00 P. XI. Unfinished business
The Junior High Stamp Cltfb, with phecy, several members of the class
now; it is not hevond possibility are:
score was 10 down which is a bad
4 1 1 1 0 0 its 20 members, sponsored by Miss were called upon for speeches, after
Secretary
and
Treasurer
—
"Chick"
Andersen,
lf
..........
Installation of Officers
that eventually we shall grow most
beating in anybody's league.
C. Delano, ss ........ 4 2 1 1 2 0 Brown, held a picnic at Megunticook which songs were sung with much
Maynard of Camden.
or all of it.
DAUGHTERS OF UNION VETERANS
spirit.
Directors—'Basil H. Stinson of Woodcock, p. lb .... 5 2 2 S 1 0 Lake Wednesday.
“Shorter hours and higher wages
Lew
Wardwell
of
Camden,
an
old
•
•
•
•
0
•
•
•
•
Business sessions will he held in the Universalist Church Vestry,
are inevitable,” Mr. Ford predicts. Rockland. George H. Thomas of Cam Libbev cf .............. 5 3 1 0 1
The sophomore algebra class, divi trouper of the links, was down lhe Monday, P. XI., and all day Tuesday.
The annual junior class picnic was
“We cannot escape them, lf we go den. Lee Walker of Thomaston, and Day. c ..................... 5 1 2 14 0 0
Cook. rf. 3b ........ 5 1 1 1 0 0 held Wednesday after school at Jef sion F was entertained at a party other day warming up for a summer
on making things, we must have Alfred C. Hocking of St Oeorge
I’he council meeting wgll he held at Department Headquarters,
Chick
Maynard,
Albert
Winslow.
Upham. 3b. p ........ 4 1 1 0 2 u ferson Lake, transportation being Thursday by division I, loser In the of campaigning. Many can rememmoney to buy them and leisure to
notebook contest on “The History of ber when Mr WardweU was the star Monday, A. XI., at 10 o’clock. All Past Department Presidents are
use them. These will result from Maurice Simmons and Cliff Felt were Jealous, lb. rf ...... 3 0 1 2 0 0 made in private cars. Swimming,
4 0 0 3 4 0 softball, rowing, and other games Matliematlcs." William Karl pre- of the Maine fairways and his latest J cordially invited.
economies, improvements, and re appointed a committee to confer with Stone. 2b ......... .
sented a “cupf to Ruth Thomas. attempt at par figures was very sucfinements of manufacturing meth Charles C. Wotton in regard to a
were enjoyed, and the crowd for the
NATIONAL RELIEF CORPS
39 11 10 27 10 0 most part arrived home Just ahead of organizer of division n and then eessful. He plans to play a lot of
ods which in turn result from the schedule.
medals ^educator crackers) to golf this summer.
,
n • ' c •
St. George
incessant labor and creative experi
The season will open Sunday, ^June
the heavy shower. Miss Hellier, Misa gave
....
1
S*ss,ons "J11
at Masonic Temple, Main
ence of management.
ab r bh po a 0 Haskell, and Miss Salmond chaper each member of the winning class
28, and close definitely on Labor Day.
After
the
two
divisions
had
particlThe
memberships
aren't
coming
in
'
,r
'
rt
'
.
e
onientton
will
be
called
to
order
at 10.00 a. nt. Wednes0
"We shall find out that no so
2
0
5 0 0
Auld. 3b .............
oned.
pated in a grand march led by as fast as they shbuld and the club I
mor”,nK- Junc 10- A11
»«H »* Daylight
ight Saving Time
cial advance can be introduced into double-headers to be played as soon Patterson, rf ......... 5 0 1 0 0 0
industry by law; it will come be as possible. Games will start at 5.45 Smalley, c ............. 4 1 1 Il 0 0
Ruth Thomas arid William Karl needs money badly to keep going.
The Annual Campfire will he held Wednesday at 8.00 p. m. at the
Freshmen algebra projects have
cause it is right, and what is right p. m. except on Saturdays and Sun- Mackie, p. cf ....... 4 2 1 0 1 0
with Dorothy Sherman accompany- Secretary and Treasurer Bill Rhodes SamOset Hotel. There will be the usual parade Thursday morning.
been
completed
under
the
heading
will support itself. We shall have
Kinnev, If, p ......... 4 0 1 4 0 0 of the “Value of Mathematics In lng. Richard EUingwood as master appeals to all those who plan to join Your Department President hopes a good number of the members of thc
shorter hours because work will be
_
j
ot ceremonies, divided the classes in to do so immediately. We must have Woman's Relief Corps will inarch in that parade. Bring your Flags and
Dowling, 'ss ........... 3 0 0 6 1 ♦» Everyday
Life. In division 1, Fran,
_
.
L
plentiful and production ample, not the flrst game will start at 1.30 p tn.
_ ..
_
.
...
seven groups each group jJresentlng more members and more money to ”«n "Ut.
Hocking, lf ........... 4 0 2 1 0 0 ces Robinson
won first prize wtth a !
’ _
. .
in order to spread work but to
.
. . .
T’
. a stunt. The pantomime "Ripley's keep thia swell course up. So come
On the assurance that the Bok Hawkins, lb ......... 4 0 0 4 0 1
enable men to enjoy and use the prizes will again be offered, as con 1 Lippanen. 2b ....... 4 1 2 1 2 0 notebook containing pictures and
SONS OF UNION VETERANS
explanations appropriate to the sub, Ur<7 °r°’"
' <”* y°U feU0WS Joln nw*! lt's
1
things thev make.
tained in a letter to the Sports Editor
Ject and William Weed won second
,
k-P
\
: L"' ‘°
3
UP
“* !
"As far as competition is con
I he first business session will be held Wednesday morning, at 9.3(1.
37 4 7 24 4 3
of this paper during the winter, the
prize for his drawings and descrip- ,
..
...
”,
I) S. T., at the Odd Fellows Hall.
cerned, that must continue.
But
\ Thomaston ..... 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 5—11
live material on subject of Time '
.
we must learn what competition
St. George .......... 01300000— 4 J Patricia Hall. Dorothy Howard, and
* ‘a ‘^r ulrn n8 9>
Mr- and
Salmon are _ _ I’he Camp-fire
. evening
„ at 8.00
. - o’clock,
-------,
wil, be held Wednesday
i rally is. It is a striving to attain
the series and a second prize for the I Doubles. Woodcock. Libbey, Patter- Katherine Delano had third prise the sludents presentee, a gift to MUs possibly the two most enthusiastic D. S. R, at the SamOset Hotel, where the fraternal greetings wil, be
the best. To throttle it would
Tower especially appreciated and golf fans of the summer colony. They extended to the Comrades of the G.A.R. and all allied orders.
runner-up, with individual prize son. Mackie 2. Struck out. by Woodmean to stop all progress.”
divided among them since together Tno-or xnapioiiv annMu>ia».a<i
most unexpected.
eliminated. The League will be gutd cock 3. by Upham 10, by Mackie 8. bq
try to get In at least two rounds d.Uy
Thursday at ,0 A. XI., D. S. T., the Parade will take place, its
they wrote a play entitled "Living at
• • • •
ed wholly by the wishes of the gener Kinney 0. Umpires, Wotton and 1
a Command." Honorable mention
anr some mes more. . r. ome
formation, etc., to be announced at the business session Tuesdav.
OLD TIME PIANO
A
faculty
supper
was
held
Thurs

; Barter.
ous donor, of course.
was given Harold Dondls for a note day at Rockledge Inn. with good of Camden and PhUadelphla ls
‘
WOMAN'S STATE RELIEF CORPS
book on the topic, Virginia Ulmer for Spruce Head clams and lobsters as' anot**'
Union Woman Has Counter
smart 81 yesterday for hls best of the
LOST TO GARDINER
a notebook on measuring and Roger
TOOK
THE
SINGLES
part Of the One Once
*** P***
s ance. Alter supConvention will he called to order Wednesday morning at 9 o’clock
Perry for a poem on Mathematics. per the party adjourned to Miss
*.'•••
(Daylight
Saving Time) in the Masonic Banquet Hall.
__
_H. Grant Davis won
Owned By Maxine Elliott But the Rockland Racquet But Our Inexperienced Track In division
Hellier’s cottage at Cresent Beaeh.
TeaA Made a Very Fine first prize for a clever notebook of
Some t.st scores hung up tu lhe
railroads are expected to make the usual round-trip rate over
Outfit Beats Bath In the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
handicap rating are Emery Howard,
jjnK
description and drawings, Inez BowAn
enthusiastic
crowd
is
register

Showing
I was much interested in Mrs.
Doubles
fey received second prize also for a ing its approval today of the school 89. C Wotton 85. Homer Robinson ————————
Emily Greene's letter and your note
Coach Bowden's High School
----------------------neat notebook, and Edith Berggren exhibit being held In Masonic 84. A. C. McLoon 95. Bill Rhodes 94.
in the May 28th issue, regarding the
'Bath Times)
tracksters were defeated by a wellTemple
block,
from
9
a.
m.
to
7
p.
m.
i
B;11
Glendcn
nlng
82,
Dick
Reed
85.
and
Erleen
Cites
divided
honors
for
•'William Bourne" piano, once owned
LIST OF
Morse High's tennis team defeated balanced Gardiner High School track third with their Joint notebook. Solo Every department of the school ls Art Flanagan 72, V. Norton 94. Al
by Maxine Elliot.
team,
at
the
Trotting
Park
Wednes

OFFICERS AND CORPORATORS
I have in my possession its exact Rockland, 3-2. Wednesday afternoon day night. Rockland's inexperienced i mon Cohen, James Hamilton, and represented, and a cordial Invitation Jones 85, Dick Knowlton 90. E. J.
counterpart, bought the same year, at the Bath Country Club courts team, which consists of only two Joseph Dondis received honorable is extended to the public to attend. Cornells 82. Felix Salmon 84 and
ELECTED AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
Al Emery 74.
• • • •
1886. and at the same place—Albert copping all three singles while Rock seniors and only one letter man from mention.
•
•
•
•
• • • •
The return softball game at Rock
Smith's Music Store.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
land took the two doubles.
lost year's cluster, was unable to cop
Ben Houser, former Bowdoin foot
Report cards will toe given out next land Wednesday night, played with
This piano, which is in excellent
with
the
Gardiner
lads.
Coach
Bow

ROCKLAND, MAINE
The feature match was that u.
Friday morning In the home rooms. Camden High girls was won by thc ball coach and professional at Old
condition, was bought for my sister,
den and the team should be given
Rockland team with a score of 22-4. Orchard and now State Youth AdMary Richardson Eaton, who was 14 which Wilfred Gaudet. Morse raquetMay 13, 1936
years of age at the time, a very little er was pushed an extra set by East. much credit for the fine showing i Jefferson Lake seems to toe a Four runs were made by Vieno minlstrator with Charles Hewett 1
*
which
they
made.
Graduation
will
OFFICERS
younger than Maxine Elliot, who Rockland star.
Kangas; three runs. Stella Young played at the club Friday.
popular
spot
with
the
students,
for
take but two men from this cluster.
• • • •
was a frequent visitor at our home.
and Elizabeth White; two runs,
FRANK W. FULLER, President
EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treas
Summary:
The summer season ts now under-!
Jordan of Gardiner was high point the freshmen class is holding its
My sister Mary also graduated from
Helen
Condon.
Marion
Oinn.
Fran'
A. B. BLACKINGTON, Asst. Treasurer
Singles
man with 20 points to his credit. picnlc there ncxt Tuesda>’- ‘he
High School, in the class with May
SIDNEY H. PIERCE, Asst. Treasurer
Gaudet. Morse, defeated East. while Skinner was high for Rock- sophomore class next Wednesday, ces Hatch, Elinor Nye. and Josephine way iThe fairways are hard and
McDermot, now Lady Forbes-Robert Rockland. 7-5, 7-9, 6-4.
Pellicane; one run, Edith Berggren Xast and the p€ens ln Perfect shape.
TRUSTEES
land with 14 points. The summary:
son.
The real golf weather ls approaching I
and Edith Gray.
Hawley, Morse, defeated Cole,
M. F.. WOTTON
A. L. ORNE
Broad Jump—Skinner »R> Welch
____
N. F. COBB
Mrs. Emma Richardson Jackson
and
its
time
for
all
you
boys
to
get
T'
1
•
•
•
•
Rockland. 6-2. 7-5.
<R) Hickman (R), 19 feet 1% inches
HEADQUARTERS
W. A. GLOVER
Clarry Hill Union.
At next Tuesday's assembly, an -vour clubs out and swing into action,
Sarkis. Morse, defeated Cole, Rock
High Jump—Lord (R) Skinner <R> i
address to the undergraduates will be I-----------------CORPORATORS
(Pins and certificates have been land 6-1. 8-6.
Welch iR), 5 feet 4 inches.
made by president of the senior class,
Doubles
APPLETON RIDGE
W. T. Cobb
won this year in the senior shorthand
W.
W.
Spear
F. D. Lamb
Pole Vault—Foster <Q>, Childs. I
Carl Spear, the class will will be read !
H. O. Ourdy
N. F. Cobb
Myron Hahn
East and Havener, Rockland, de
class for the 100 word test by Helen
Fiezal, Chandler tied for second. 8
W. W Case
R. K. Snow
F. W. Fuller
by Charles Mitchell, and an address
Withee: 80 word test by Madeline feated Gaudet and Sarkis. Morse, feet. 9 inches.
E. F. Olover
C. H. Morey
H. W. Thorndike
will be given by Miss Anna Coughlin.
Curtis. Rose Flanagan. Marion Ginn 7-5, 6-4.
C. I. Burrows
E. C. Davis
M. E. Wotton
Discus—Jordan (G) Bronkie <Ri
ceiving congratulations on the birth A. P. Blaisdell
Cole and Fisher, Rockland, defeat
E. R. Veazie
Ethel Philbrook. Winifred Pinkham,
A. P. Haines
Welch <R) 90 feet.
Final exams are scheduled for of a dau8hfM'' who has been named | E. M. _O'Nell
O'Neil
A. L. Orne
J. I. Snow
Glenna Rankin, Mary Richards. ed Hawley and Rogers. Morse, 7-5.
Hammer—Jordan (G), Karl (R),|
G. B. Wood
M. R. Snow
Monday and TueflSay. with Juniors Estelle Joan. Mrs. Harrington board E^L. Spear
Bernice Robinson, Vera Thompson 6-3.
Clough (G) 88 feet.
R. U. Co11 Ins
W. A. Olover
F. A. Thorndike
ed
with
Mr.s.
Blanche
Brown
a
few
and seniors exempt if they have a
and Marie 'Williamson. In the junior
W. I. Ayer
P? P. Bicknell
T. H. Chisholm
Shot Put—Jordan <□>, Clough (O).
years ago and was .very popular with C. C. Wotton
rank of 85 or over.
shorthand class the awards have
W. H. Spear
R. S. Sherman
WITH THE BOXERS
Welch (R), 38 feet
the young folks.
A. W. Foss
O. W. Hall
Chas. R. Magee
• • • •
been made for the 80 word test to
'
. I Javelin—Jordan (G), Welch (R),
C. T. Smalley
A. M. Moody
Mrs. Alice Davis of Rockland and B. C. Perry, Jr.
Eleanor Johnson. Barbara Perry, Vir Several Knockouts Figured Berggren <R», 132 feet.
The manual training classes are
F. F. Morse
F. D. Orne
L. D. Patterson
Mrs.
Julia
Currier
called
Monday
on
ginia Gray, and Shirley Stanley: 60
enlarging the stage for graduation
E. J. Hellier
W. H. Rhodes
L. A. Thurston
In
Last
Night
’
s
Bouts
At
l<»-yd Dash—Donovan (G). Skin
C.
F.
Newbert.
word test to Mary Bray, Helen Con
since the class numbers 78.' and taxes
ner iRi, Hickman (R), 10 4-5 sec
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Brown were
AUeat: EDWARD J. HELLIER, Clerk.
don, Edith Dondis. Maizie Joy. Rose
Athletic Club
the capacity of the stage as it now
onds.
callers Monday night on Mr. and Mrs j
Malburg. Dorothy Munro, Helvi Riv
Is.
68-lt
220-yd. Dash—Donovan <G), SkinA
In last night’s boxing match at thc
W. M. Newbert.
ers. Marion Fernald and Eleanor
•
•
•
•
Athletic Club arena. Pancho Villa. ner |R| Hickman <R( 25 seconds
H. C. Stanley went Friday to Perth I
Harper.
Additional High School news has Amboy, N. J., to Join the yacht
440-yd Dash—Donovan (Gl. Tone; yOUR COMPLETE PAINTING JOB
Jr. of Waterville, won by a technical
been crowded over into next Tues Dauntless after spending eight days'
CAN BE CONVENIENTLY
Somebody may be mourning the knockout over Mike Cusano of Port • Ri, Peacock (O), 55 seconds.
Half Mile—Purdy IG). Newhouse j ARRANGED IN OUR STORE
day's issue.
vacation with his family.
loss of a speckled pullet which has a land, when the latter's seconds threw
THERE
in
the
towel
at
the
beginning
of
the'
'
Gl
'
wlllte
‘
R>2
minutes
8
seconds
gentle disposition and Is a willing
ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER
SWP
HOUSE
PAINTS
IS
i Mile-Chase (G), Berggren (Ri
■worker. The bird boarded Ralph B. sixth round.
UNION
K. O. Lamouche of Waterville, Foster 'O’- 5 minutes.
Loring's car Thursday and its pres
AND
TAKF homi- a bottle
Mr. and Mr.s. Samuel Baggett of
knocked
out Gorilla Burke of Port-j knocked out Billy Barton of Portland
R Ha
BEWARE OF (MIT'.TIONS
ence ln the nether regions of the au
THAT IS
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
Waban, Mass, visited last weekend a'tomobile was not discovered until land in the third round of a fast step- in the first round.
the home of Mr.s. Baggett's mother.
Young Dardo of the Camden
she crept out from under the ma •ping bout.
Mrs. Herbert Maddocks, Andrew
F. Welch of Portland had the edge CCC camp had the best of all three
chine that night. Tlie pullet lias
TEL. 14.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Jones of Camden was also recent
rounds over Young Wooster ln the
60-tf|
laid an egg each day since adopting over Popeye Manta of Owl’s Head.
guest of his mother, Mrs. Maddocks.
Cracker
’
Favreau
of
Rockland
I
opener.
Mr. Loring.
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At The High School

DOII'T HIDE VOUR UHLUBBLE5

COUNTRY CLUB

GOLF

SHOTS

ROCKLAND’S READY FOR ’EM

Patriotic Bodies To Hold Their State Conventions
Here the Coining Week

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

TWILIGHT LEAGUE PLANS

Made At Annual Meeting Last Night—Season
Will Start June 28

For Painters

and Paperhangers

Sherwin-Williams

W. H. GLOVER CO.

READ THE

COURIERtGAZETTE WANT

ADS
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Every-Other-Day
I

Oordon Bowser who has been on
sick leave from Sim's Sandwich 8hop
returns to work Monday.

The American Legion auxiliary
will meet Monday night at 7.30 for a
^business meeting. There will be elec
tion of officers.

LECKEMBY RESIGNS

TOWNSEND
MEETING

But It’s From a Church Pas
torate — Has Had Inter
esting Career

AT

Link, director of the Psychological
Service Center of New York city. Dr.
Lowe's sermon will be the first ln a
series of two discourses ln which he
will sketch the central thought of
this remarkable bock accompanied by
| his own reflections. Church school
■sessions at noon.
• • • •
i Special meetings at Pentecostal
' Church are being conducted by the
Zion Bible Institute Gospel Team
I of East Providence. R. I. Special
music will be presented, instrumental
i and vocal. Meetings will be held
evenings at 7 45 o'clock except Mon; day. On Sunday at 11.45 a m , therc
, will be a Baptismal service at Sandy
! Beach. South End.
Evangelistic
meetings 3 p. m. and 7.45 p. m.
• • ■ V
Sunday will be Children’s Day at
the Congregational Church. Tlie
' worship service will be conducted by
the Comrades of the Way and mem
bers of
the
Sunday School
, will
provide
a
program
of
songs and Bible-memory work to
take the place of the sermon. There
1 will also be baptism of Infants and
presentation of Bibles to those
graduating from the Primary de
partment. This will be an unusual
I opportunity for the public to wit[ ness the beautiful ritual service of
; the Comrades of the Way. The
Sunday School will meet as usual at
! 9.30 a. m. the final meeting of the
! season.

Rev. J. Clarence Leckemby, pastor
, of the Baptist Church ln Pittsfield
j for live years, has resigned after '
•
1
2 3 4 5 6
Dr. Townsend, author of the old
' preaching his last sermon there Sun7. 8 9 IO II it 13
age pension plan is to speak ln Port
AT 8 P. M.
( day.
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
land next Saturday and ln Augusta
The demands of his campaign for
11 21 23 24 25 26 27
the following day.
, the Republican nomination for rep•
• 4 .7
18 *9 30 •
! resentative to Congress from the ;
of Springfield, Mass.
A. Herbert 8herman of Randolph
second Maine district were given as j
ON
was in the city Thursday bringing |
, Mr. Leckemby's reason for resign
word of an old fashioned firemen's
ing.
muster ln Hallowell Aug. 1st.
Mr. Leckemby is a native of Penn- ’
SERMONETTE
i sylvanla and a graduate of Adrian
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD
There was a large attendance at
] College ln Michigan. Hls preaching
Men of Courage, Take Paul's
June 7—Trinity Sunday.
June 7 Baccalaureate services at the the meeting of Miriam Rebekah
Advice
j experience began after his gradua- j
First Baptist Church.
has been invited
June 7—Vinalhaven — Baccalaureate Lodge Tuesday, the entertainment
j tion when he was a circuit rider in
Many a man feels today as did
sermon at Union Church.
given by the Western Merrymakers
! the mountains of West Virginia. In j Calvin Coolidge that this country
June 8—University of Maine com
SUPPER SERVED AT 6 AT
being thoroughly enjoyed.
mencement exercises.
| 1927 he conducted a series of lecture
ls entering an era In which
K. P. HALL
June »—Republican National Conven
I tours throughout Cuba and Centra!
tion opens In Cleveland.
he
has no part.
We have
A
Cordial
Welcome
Extended
To
All
Miss Nathalie Jones has entered
June »-Camden—Dance rec'tal by
i America.
seen religion assailed as pever
Miss Doris Heald's pupils.
the employ of the Knox County
Music by Rockland Band
June w-il—Annual convention O.AR.
In 1917 he was married to Miss since the dark ages. We are told
Trust Company, having recently fin
and allied bodies ln Rockland.
1 Helen Bartlett of Damariscotta and
Protestantism is dying and Cath
June 10—Rockport — Commencement ished a course at the Ballard Busi
exercises.
they
have
four
daughters,
Marian.
Eugene
Stoddard
is
dressing
up
his
olicism has lost itself ln super
June 10—Annual meet'ng of Univer ness School, Rockport.
salist Mission Circle with Mrs. Katheryn
stition. We have seen the Jews
attractive Grove street home with a Betty Jean, Mary Edge and Helen
St Clair, Crescent Beach.
Ann.
attacked and persecuted as they
June
11—Vinalhaven—High
School
Eighteen hundred gallons of scal coat of very becoming paint.
commencement exercises ln Memorial
have not been since the Inquisi
lops.
fresh
from
the
Georges
Banks,
hall.
tion. We have seen, in this coun
June 11—Thomaston—Alumni banquet were beong discharged at Feyler's
The sixth grade of the MdLain
H1«h scores at the Star Alleys this
June 11—Rockland High School com
try. class arraigned against class
mencement exercises ln High School wharf this mordnlng. They were School will picnic at Megunticook iweek: Roland Rackliff 133. Ken Roe.-,
Auditorium.
by
those holding high places. We
June 12—Alumni reception at the brought by the Madeline & Flora, Lake Saturday, chaperoned by Mrs. |A32. Ronald Abbott 121
are dally told that forces we had
High School building
Capt. Charles Carver; and the Alice Rhama Philbrick, Mrs. Charles Hew-1
June 12—Thomaston—Alumni Ball ln
believed made America great were
ett and Mrs. Alvin Small.
Mtes Em,1y MacDonald will lead
May, Capt Howard Anderson.
Watts hall.
really criminal ln their unloosing.
June 14—Flag Day.
the services at the Ingraham Hill
June IS—Primary Section.
Sneers constantly aimed at Capi
Sunset Lodge at South Hope opens
chapel Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
June IS Camden—Alumni banquet
Russell Bartlett and Russell. Jr,
ln Congregational parish house
talism and rugged individualism
tomorrow
for
the
summer,
featuring
June 15—Colby College commence
CHRISTIAN' SCIENCE CHURCH
started early Friday morning for a
Our
bankers, investment bankers,
This
afternoon
’
s
game
at
Com

ment exercises
steak and chicken dinners.
The
June IS—Park Theatre reopens on full
Ashing bout at Rangeley, and neigh munity Park, between Rockland High
railroad
executives.
merchant
Lodge ls beautifully located overlook
time.
"God the Only Cause and Creator"
princes, financiers have been
June IS—Bate* College commence ing Lermond's Pond. Its entrance bors in anticipation are keeping their and Vinalhaven High will be played
ment exercises
is
the subject nt 1h? Letson-Sermon
frying pans in order.
transformed
into
men
of
en

at 3 o'clock.
June IS—Rockport — Alumni banquet branches off Routh 17 at South Hope
ln Masonic hall.
trenched greed, and they are com ; which will be read lr, all Churches
June 1C—Milk Fund Ball at Oakland. and Is marked by signs.
parable only to the gambling, ! of Christ Scientist, on Sunday, June
Oakland Park is proving to have ' Tlie William Underwood Co. widen
June
IS--Camden--Whitehall
Inn
opens.
money changing sharpies, that , 7, 1936.
much
of
Its
old-time
attraction
for
to
pack
sardines
here
this
season
j
Battery F of Thomaston lias beer,
June 19-21—Annual encampment of
The Golden Text Is; "I will lift up
Christ drove from the temple.
tli- Maine Department. Veterans of ordered to mobilize at the Armory picnic groups. The park has been, tinned 200 bushels of them Thursday
Foreign Wars. In this city.
Our
Constitution
ls
outmoded
'
mine
eyes unto the hills, from
The
five
whistles
caused
much
specu

June 20 Bowdoin College commence Sunday. AU Rockland members will thoroughly cleaned up, the pure spring
ment exercises.
and our Supreme Court exists to , whence cometh my help. My help
lation,
and
later
much
satisfaction,
j
June 20 -Llmerock Valley Pomona take the flrst bus. Dinner will be water made available at the fountain
balk thc legislative will of the i cometh from the Lord, which made
Grange meets at Vinalhaven with Pleas served at 12.30. The boys will put and the store open all the time with
ant River Orange.
Miss Mary Veazie, clerk ai the
Congress.
; lieaven and earth" (Ps. 121: 1, 2).
on the regular artillery drill on the every picnic necessity from weenies Knox Register of Probate, arrived at
We have witnesed great Na
Among the citations from the
Drift Inn at Martinsville will not ball ground, taking all day for thc and marshmallows to ice cream the dignified age of 20 yesterday and
tions break faith wieh every race;
Bible
is the following: “Thy hands
open until June 14.
demonstration. The public ls Invited There Is no charge for picnic parties. her associates in the county offices
treaties, pacts, obligations repudi
have
made
me and fashioned me:
All are welcome.
saw to It that the event was duly
ated at will.
, give me understanding, that I may
Rorkland High School s chief hope
Registration for thr June primaries
observed. She was presented with
We have seen our own govern
learn thy commandments" (Ps. 119;
is ln progress at the City Building. of winning the championship in the A galaxy of- brilliant articles, fic a carton of remembrances.
ment break faith with Its own j 73(.
Knox
and
Lincoln
League
centers
It your name on?
people shamelessly. We have seen
tion. and poetry may be found in the
The Lesson-Sermon also Includes
upon today's game with Vinalhaven
business circumscribed, regiment
1933 Cauldron, the senior year book
A truck load of vigorous youth dethe following passage from the
High
at
Community
Park.
This
con

All members of the Congregational
issued by Rockland High School, and, scfnded uP°n the at°re in M°*onlc ed, destroyed with constant men
Christian Science Textbook, “Science
Sunday School are asked to tak? test starts at 2J0. and will be a battle on sale this week
ace to a free press and to free
Dedicated to'Temple block formerly occupied by
and Health with Key to the Scrip
every
minute,
because
of
Its
Import

flowers for the church decorations
John Robert Durrell. teacher .nd H. H. Crle A Co. and soon the place speech.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: "There
ance
to
Rockland,
and
because
Vinal

Sunday
We have seen officials sum
friend, its 42 pages abound ln inter- was Immaculate In preparation fcr
is but one primal cause. Therefore
haven ls always out there fighting.
moned before the Congress and
esting contributions from the senior ^ay s exhibition of the work of the
there can be no effect from any
Officers and members of Knox
then broken for what they said
Hi«h School manua,
other cause, and there can be no
lodge, I.O.OF are notified that, The parade held by the Veterans editorial board and from undergrade P«P^
The
very
foundation
of
thc
ates The orange and black cover tralnln«' dom“tlc &clcncc and aI1 lh'
reality in aught which does not pro
there will be work in the Initiatory of Foreign Wars Saturday June 20
American form of government
Degree at Monday night's meeting. ido not confuse this with next week's design was made by Dorothy Thomas. c^ass d*PIa>s °f Uie
flaunted and defied. It is time to ceed from this great and only cause”
Grand Army parade! will form at while the clever inside art work was;Every parent and interested citizen is
face facts, with men like Patrick , (P. 207 : 20-23).
Mrs Ida B Wise Smith. president Gen. Berry engine house marching done by Charles Merritt. Write-ups Invited to visit the store today and
Henry. Americans have proved
AT ANDOVER-NEWTON
of National W.C.T.U. will speak over up Main to Cottage street up Cot and pictures of the 78 seniors are view the exhibit. There will be a con
all these things, then take Paul's
nationwide hookup of Columbia tage to North Main street, down perhaps the most interesting sec cert at 2 o'clock this atfernoon by the
advice and “hold fast that which
Broadcasting Co. Monday from St. North Main and Main streets to the tion.. while "Swing Low. 8weet High School Band. There Is. of course, Is good.”
Tlie onc-hundred-eleventh anni
Louts through station WNAC and Berry engine house where it will dis Chariot." “The Tyrant in Our no admission fee. Guides will be pro
versary of the Newton Theological
William A Holman
WLBZ at 4 45. DST. Tlie subject band.
Seminary, and the fifth anniversary
Kitchen," and "At the Movies'' arc vided to explain the work.
of her talk will be "The America l
Andover-Newton
Theological
noteworthy literary features. Edi
“The Leaven in the Meal" will be of
Judge
John
Carabine
of
SpringHomc in our Present Social Order." Al Hastings believing in telling the torials. Jokes, sports, class histories,
School, was celebrated June 5th;
the
Sunday
morning
sermon
topic
of
field. Mass., will speak at Park The
I this marking the tenth anniversary
activities, and advertising are in
Supt. A. F. McAlary goes today to whole unvarnished truth at any
atre Tuesday night under the aus Rev. Charles E. Brooks at the Pratt
of President Everett Carlton Herrick's
cluded in this year's edition, of which
cost.
Witness
hls
"Homely
Patterns"
Orono where he will attend the an
pices of the Knox County Townsend Memorial Methodist Church. The
highly successful work at the head
Frances Young ls editor-in-chief,
advertisement
on
Page
7,
but
another
Friendly
Men's
Bible
Class
will
meet
nual banquet of the University of
Clubs. The Rockland Club has been
I
of this growing Institution. At the
and
Edith
Dondls
is
typist.
Maine alumni. Monday, accompan-I
ot truth 15 that
P*™'2*
looking forward to this reception for at 9:30 a. m„ church school and The ! trustees' dinner there were some Im
Baraca
Class
at
noon.
The
evening
led by Mrs McAlary. he will attend are 80 «’uare- hl«h <’uaUty and
| some time and preparations have
The WC.T.U. met Friday afterfor a blg meeting The services will be omitted this week. pressive surprises for both Dr and
the graduation exercises and have there's nothing deceitful about the
Prayer meeting on Tuesday evening Mrs Herrick, in the form of tributes
the satisfaction of seeing his son ■ Prlce A* has put on ,them' ^rank.1> noon with Mrs LouLse Ingraham Rockland Clty Band has bcen
and gifts, which their recipients
the
advertising
solicitor
thought
This
was
the
annual
meeting
and
j
gaged
fumish
mualc
A
baked
at 7:30.
Francis awarded the customary
greatly valued. In the connection,
those
percales
far
from
homely
but
these officers were elected: President
suppcr wi„
at R p
• • • •
sheepskin and degree.
announcement was made lhat money
one can't dispute a customer.
Mrs Clara 8 Emery; secretary, Miss haU #t g } Ciarence Leckemby has
At
the Littlefield Memorial
Florence Hastings; treasurer. Miss
ftttend
olher Church Sunday morning at 10:30. had been pledged and given for the
The week of weeks for thc mem
wU, bp Qn (he pl#tform Rev. Charles A. Marstaller will have erection of two more buildings, which
Rockland's meanest vandal was Lena Miller. The resignation of Miss I
bers of the Rockland High School
graduating class begins Sunday with abroad Tuesday night and despoiled Ada B. Young, who had served the Judge Carabine, who is a very gifted as hts topic. "The First Church Letter" will be started about July 1st.
the baccalaureate exercises at the the handsome garden at Highland union as treasurer, efficiently for 10 speaker, will talk on ''The Townsend There will be a sermonette for the j Dr. Herrick comes to Damariscotta
First Baptist Church.
Thursday school over which the teacher. Miss years, was accepted with regreti | Plan and the Congressional Investi children. Church School will meet at j July 21 to preside at the services in
night the commencement exercises Esther French and her small charges These directors of departments were gation." As there are several very 11:45; junior C. E. at 5 p. m and I connection with the recent remodel
will be held in the High School audi had labored many days. Forget-me- appointed: Sunday School work. Mrs, large clubs in this county the seating senior C. E. at 6:15. At 7:15 there will ling of the Baptist Church of that
| town.
theatre
torium. and Friday night the alumni nots, pansies and other plants in Amelia Johnson; Flower Mission and .
be a praise service with sermon, the
Relief.
Mrs.
Alice
Kittredge;
Missions
bloom
were
dragged
bodily
from
the
roeception and business meeting will
topic being. “When He Comes". The
THE OXFORD GROUPS
beds. Marks of feminine heels told and Temperance, Mrs Kate Brawn; who are In a receptive mood, and communion will be observed. Prayer
be held at the auditorium.
evangelistic.
Mrs
Eda
Post;
Health,
much of the perpetrators. Needless
some who count themselves against meeting Tuesday evening at 7:30.
A card comes to the newspaper
In the presence of a small but to say the pupils are heartbroken over and Narcotics, Miss Ada Young;
• • • •
the Plan have indicated their inten
desk, bearing the familiar signaturj
L.T.L., Miss Mabel Seavey; Christian
highly interested throng the roof of the incident.
tion of being present.
The subject of the sermon at the of Rev. "Bennie" P. Browne, now of
Citizenship, Mrs Mary Perry Rich;
the old Whitney store at the corner,
First
Baptist Church Sunday morn
Lewiston
Journal:
"A
feature
of
the
Child Welfare, Mrs Edith Oregory;
of Main and Elm streets was torn
Hammock tops, chair backs boat ing will be. “A Word of Counsel." the Baptist Church in Holyoke. Mass ,
and establishing the fact that he Is
down yesterday forenoon. The work next meeting of the Auburn Lions International Relations. Miss Alena covers, awnings. Anything in can
The Hand of Fellowship will be ln attendance upon the International
from the upper elevation was dlrectt Club June 11 will be the “Lions Young; Press and Medal Contests, vas. Rockland Awning Co. 16 Wilgiven to new members. Thc church house party of the Oxford Groups,
ed by the contractor. Thomas Tuttle; Roundup,” to which every man who Mrs. Clara Emery.
low St. Tel. 1262-W.
67-73
school
will meet at the noon hour. in session at Stockbridge.
while Timothy E. McNamara acted as ls now. or ever has been a member of
The Baccalaureate service of the
"A wonderful group of people from
any
Lions'
Club
has
been
invited.
DIED
ground-man. being nearly "beaned"
Just received, new lot of very at
ln the performance of that duty. A The speaker will be Frank A. Wins tractive coats in white and pastel BUZZELL—At Banqor. June 3. Mattle Rockland High School will be held in many countries." he writes, "who Im
widow of Fred Buzzell, of Simonton this church at 7:30. Mr. MacDonald's
press me greatly by their radian*,
couple of well armed “Shirtsleeves" low. of the Rockland Courier-Oazette shades. Lucien K. Green, 16 School
luneral Sunday at 2 o'clock front
residence In Simonton.
subject will be, “The Class Motto In and friendly religion. It is really
kept back the mob. The demolition and a member of the Rockland Lions’ street, Rockland.—adv.
SUKEFORTH -At Rockland. June 4 Its True Setting."
old-fashioned religion, in a modern
of the roof made quite a noticeable Club. Officers will also be elected at
Edgar Emerson Sukeforth. aged 76
• • • •
vears.
8
months,
10
days
Funeral
to

application. The Berkshires are also
this
meeting.
”
Six
more
Rockland
change in the sky Jine at that point,
day at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral
Unusual interest centers in Dr. Lowe'.- so beautiful here that even the Cali
parlors. Burial ln Burkettville.
for the venerable building has stood i Lions are planning to make the trip,
DODGE—At Rockland. June 5. Charles sermon Sunday morning at the Uni fornians are subdued by them."
there longer than the oldest resident Supper will be served at 6.15 at the
H. Dodge, aged 75 years. 10 months. versalist Church. The discourse will
____________
22 days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock
Elm House, Auburn.
can recall.
be based on the most sensational book | Wen(W,
w,„
charge

PARK THEATRE
Tuesday, June 9

Judge John Carabine

TALK OF THE TOWN

THE CHURCHES

‘THE TOWNSEND PLAN”

J. Clarence Leckemby

Don’t forget thc formal opening of The Rockland High School golf team
Crescent Beach Inn next Friday night, will play Jimmie Fitzpatrick's Port
land High School golf team at the
—adv.
68-lt
Bath Country Club Monday at 3 p. m.
For gift-wares out of the ordinary, Portland High is favored to defeat
visit the What-Not Shop, 491 Main Rockland's small but fighting team.
street. Hand-carved book-ends and Portland, which has been represented
vases, trays, pictures, Indla-prlnts, in golf for thc past ten years, has
hand-bags, hand-carved bag handles, much more experience than Coach
colonial mirrors, new Fostoria glass, Flanagan's golfers, as golf was intro
etc.—adv.
duced only last year ln Rockland
High, through thc eflorts of Principal
If you care to save 20% or more on Blaisdell and James Flanagan, pro at
your automobile insurance Insure thc Country Club. The boys in the
with me in a *3.000.000 company . M. Rockland lineup Monday will be coF. Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, tel. Capt. James Accardi, co-Capt. Dick
1060-J. Rockland.
35-S tf
Harden, Teddy Benner and Mickelj
Leo.

NOW IS THE TIME!
Water and Drain Pipes
Renewed
Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Cellars Repaired, White
washed
Cement Work

S. E. EATON

TEL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.
Stf

Just received, new lot of very at
tractive coats in white and pastel
shades. Lucien K. Green, 16 School
street, Rockland.—adv.

; School, church and group picnics
are invited to come to beautiful Oak
land Park free! Store open, has
everything — weenies, ice cream,
marshmallows. Pure spring water,
surroundings, nice beach adv.

*

from residence. 45 James street.
MARSHALL—At Thomaston. June 5
Calvin Marshall, aged 77 years Funeral
private.

of the year _ln the religious field, "The, of Camp Atamansjt
Falmoutb,
Return to Religion" by Dr. Henry C. Mass , this summer. It ls a boys'
camp, opening July 6, and breaking
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
up Aug. 24.
Whereas, the great and beneficent

I

To be ready to serve at a mo
ment's not ice;, to be ready to «ervc
loyally and well at all times; such
is a part of the task of a depend
able funeral director. Such has !
I
been a duty faithfully performed
,
by the Russell Funeral Home.

Russell Funeral Home
TEL 862

9 CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND

1936

1855

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
’

122Stf

Artistic Memorials in Stone

Ruler of the universe has In hls In
finite wisdom removed from among us
one of our esteemed sisters, Elizabeth
Fuller therefore be lt
Resolved. That the sudden removal
of such a life from our Order leaves a
vacancy that will be deeply realized by
all the members and friends of our
organization and will prove a serious
loss to the community.
Resolved. That we express our deep
sympathy to her bereaved relatives.
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be spread upon thc records of thc
St. George Grange No. 421 a copy
printed In The Courier-Gazette, and a
copy sent to thc bereaved family.
EMMA KTNNEY
MARTON BARNES
LILLIAN RACKLIFF

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Whereas, the great and beneficent
Ruler of thc Universe has ln hls In
finite wisdom removed from among ns
one of our esteemed sisters. Llila Hock
ing therefore be lt
Resolved. That the sudden removal of
such a life from our order leaves a
vacancy that will be deeply realized by
all the members and friends of our
organization and will prove a serious loss
to the community.
Resolved. That we express our deep
sympathy to her bereaved relatives
Resolved. That a copy of tilts resolu
tion be spread upon the records of thc
St. George Grange No. 421. a copy
printed ln The Courier-Gazette, and a
copy lent to tbe bereaved family
EMMA KINNEY,
El.VIE FULLER.
LILLIAN RACKLUT

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

Prompt Delivery
TEL.

TEL

170

170

FREE
Collection

FREE
Cullectien
and

and

Delivery

IX livery

THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL

29c

Dresses

Carefully Dry Cleaned—Properly Pressed
Other Garments At Equally Low Prices

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 170

DIRECT SERVICE
TO

VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE JUNE 2
Steamer for Vinalhaven leaves Tillson Wharf, Rock
land, daily (Sunday excepted), at 2.45 standard
time.
Steamer for North Haven, Stonington and Swan s
Island, leaves Tillson Wharf, Rockland, daily
(Sunday excepted), at 2.15 standard time.
Subject To Change Without Notice

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT COMPANY
BASIL H. STINSON, Gen. Mgr.
Telephone 402,
Rockland, Me.
63-65

AYERS
Well, school it nearly over and then for the long summer vaca
tion. Wr have so many good things for mi n and boys for summer

!

wear.

FOR MEN
BATHING SUITS, an all wool zipper bathing suit in Uie verv
latest models
$2.00. $3.00. All Wool Trunks
$1.0»
POLO SHIRTS, a most eomfortablr shirt, and very popular 50c. $1.00
SWEATERS, something every man has need of
$1.00, $1.98
DRESS SHIRTS, in thr very newest patterns
$1.00, $1.50
SLACKS, thr moat comfortable pant madr
$1.50, $1.90

FOR BOYS
SHORTS, thr moat popular pant for boys for summer wear
................
................ 59c. 75c. $1.0(1
SHIRTS, cither in high neck, long sleeves, or low neck and
short slrrvea ......................................... . ............ ......................... 7»<BATHING SUITS, at
$1.00 each; or Trunks at
79
POLO SHIRTS, every boy likes these .................................soc, $1.(19
PANT OVERALLS (dungarees) .................................... 79,., gj,., jl.oo
SWEATERS for summer wear
............. .....
$1.00. $1.50, $1.98
In fart, almost anything in the line of Men's and Bovs' Wearing
Apparel you ean get here. Just try uh once.

WILLIS AYER
WEST WASHINGTON
Mrs Maude Woodbury has returned
to Jefferson after caring for Mrs.
Orace Bartlett and Infant son.
Mrs Mildred Johnston and daugh
ter Mrs. Sheldon Wright of Damari
scotta were visitors Sunday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman.
Earl Marston of East Gardner,
Mass , visited with hls aunt, Katie
Kennedy recently.
Perley Bartlett and family of Rock
land were callers Sunday on Mr. and
Mr.s. Cleo Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Savage and
son Donald of East Gardner, Mass ,
and Mr. and Mrs. Kilgore ot Liver
more Falls visited Saturday with Mr.
and Mrs. Edson Wellman.
Trinity Union will meet Sunday at
West Washington. Everyone ls In
vited.
• • • •

Wellman. Celia Wellman. Orville
Swett and Elizabeth Swett Hnrriet
Wellman. Phyllis Wellman, Victor
Bowman and Clifton Jackson also,
made a good record by not missing
more than two days.
Those who graduated were: Wal
lace Johnston. Clifton Jackson. Dora
Whittier, Elden Bartlett. Talbot
Cooley, and Bernard Hallowell, Jr.
Many from this section attended
the Washington High School gradu
ation Thursday night.
Mildred
Bartlett and Evelyn Welman from
thia vicinity participated In the ex
ercises.

Edgar J. Sukeforth. a former em
ploye of the Rockland and Rockport
! Lime Corp., and later driver of the
School Notes
N. A. Burpee team, died yesterday
A successful year of school closed
AND
Services will be held at the Burpee May 29 with Mrs. Minnie Rowe as
Funeral Home this afternoon at 2 teacher. The school went on a pib
I o'clock.
hie at Marshall's shore and a weenie
A Large Selection Of
Established 1840
roast was enjoyed. Winners of games
Licensed Embalmers and
Col Fernando S. Philbrick. who were: Bernard Hallowell, Jr.. Wallace
Attendants
lias been confined to hls home on Johnston. Clifton Jackson. Orville
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer Camden street for a number of
Swett, Victor Bowman, Frederick
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
months rode down town Thursday Wellman and Elizabeth Swett. Par
, Day or Night Telephone
and was cordially hailed by friends ents who also enjoyed the day were
on display for
who have sorely missed the genial Mr.s. Hazel Swett, Mrs. Laura Hal- j
450
Prompt Delivery
lowell, Mrs. Lina Bartlett and Julia
Representatives in all large cities veteran's presence.
Thurston.
in the United States and Canada
QUALITY AT
Children finding over 50 flowers
Disaster yesterday attended the
REASONABLE PRICES
AMBULANCE
raising of the five roof trusses at were: Phyllis Wellman, Harriet Well
Service is Instantly available.
the
Community Building. Tlie elon man. Dora Whittier, Elijah Hallowell,!
Experienced attendants on dutv.
gated piece of steel crumpled when Victor Bowman, Bernard Hallowell.
INC.
Day or Night Telephone
high in the air, and in Its fall did Qlifton Jackson. Elden Bartlett, Mer
Distinctive Memorials in
some small damage to one of tlie rill Jackson, Merna Whittier, Eliza
Granite and Marble
450
Thomaston. Me. East Union. Me.
brick walls. Workmen in the vicin beth Swett and Orville Swett.
161 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
These children have received pins
20-tf ity fled hastily and nobody was in
43-44Stf
jured. The truss ls being re-riveted for perfect attendance: Frederick

FUNERAL PARLORS

Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS

W. E. Dornan & Son,

Page Fouf

Every-0 ther-DaV
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UIHRHinC TO HOHEVniOOnGRS:

PORT CLYDE

Miss Ethel Kelley of West Somer
ville, Mass. and Mrs. Cora Page of
t I
,
• •
*
Somerville passed last weekend In
town.
Mrs. Mary Barton and Miss Lenata
Marshall attended the recent com
The Saturday Review of May 15, mencement exercises at the Boston
Il ii now 258 years since
J 1926. listed the following 10 English
.>
TA
„>
*•>«>•
Theological School.
Father Ixtuis Hennepin
' authors as being those whose first
Mrs. Ada Brennan was a visitor
of the LaSalle ExpAtieditions were most in demand: last weekend in Vlnalhaven.
lion was the first white
Rudyard Kipling. Charles Dickens.
man to gaze at this
Mr. and Mrs Theodore McLain
L breathtaking scene.
Sir Rider Haggard. Henry' James. and daughter, Pauline of Medomak,
George Glssing. Norman Douglas, Sir Miss Edith Oillmor of South Hiram
James M Barrie. Sir Hugh Clifford.
and Miss Elizabeth Brann of South
Joseph Conrad, and Anthony Trol
Portland were guests Sunday of Mr.
lope.
and Mrs Loren Teel.
Today the Weekly Book Exchange
Mrs. Mary Fowles, Mrs Helen
of The Publisher's Weekly indicates
Hopkins and children of Augusta
present collecting trends among
were visitors the holiday at the
! English authors to be as follows (the
home of Mrs. Electa Hopkins.
list alphabetically, not statistically):
John Leach and Norris Seavey who
Lewis Carroll. Conan Doyle, John
are ill have toeen attended by Dr.
Galsworthy. James Hilton. Henry
Campbell of Warren.
James. Rudyard Kipling. T. E.
Mrs. Dorothea Balano of Staten
Lawrence. Charles Morgan, Bernard
Island. N. Y, is spending a few weeks
Ever since 1829, when Sam Patch
' Shaw and Mary Webb.
leaped from above Coat Island—
at the Balano homestead
• • • •
and lived—leading “Hunters" have
Mrs Molly Seavey and daughter,
picked Niagara as an ideal spot to
It is said that Edgar Guest is Esther, were Rockland visitors rec
attempt the impossible.
doubtless the wealthiest of American ently.
poets. Aside from his syndicated
Mrs. Maud Vnthony of Camden
daily poem, his books of collected passed last Saturday with her sister.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
verse have a standard sale that runs Miss Nora Clark.
1-Tha Hub city
45- Scarce
17-Refuee from wine6—Cutting Implement 46- Corroded
into hundreds of thousands of copies
making
Now, scientists figure
Mrs. Alice Gale of Palmer is guest
11- Rlver In N. France 47- Urn-llke veaaala
19-Dine
whenever Issued. Arthur Brisbane is of Mrs. Alice T. Trussell.
another 20,000 years
12- Gutlllke bird
49- A beverage
21- Sag
will see the rush of
the richest of columnists.
13- Negatlve
50- Exiats
22- The eheltered ddt
Mrs Molly Seavey was recent hos
waters, slowly wear
• • • •
j 24-Cut
15- Note in Guido's scale 81-Tear
tess
to
the
Willing
Workers.
ing away the rock,
Cambridge University Press of The
52-Skllful
16- Bodily organ
26-At a later time
finally do away with
Among the arrivals lor the season
,28-Nolee
54- Ooctor (abbr.)
17- Musical note
Macmillan Company Issues a list of
the Falls! And then
3O-Length measure
16-Preflx. Apart
55- Relleve
Shakespearlana that should make have been: Miss Frances Roberts,
how will the honey
20-Command
56- Harbor
32-Got free
Mrs
Edith
Maxwell.
Miss
Van
Name.
mooners alibi their
special appeal to the Shakespetre
22- Lolter
56-Gained
34- Glrl*t name
giddiness?
Mrs
Kepple
Hall.
J.
Newton
BroadSociety of this city. For example
23- Grandfather of
35- lndlan memorial
59-Servee scantily
Anyhow, when you come here (or
bent
and
son,
^Irving.
Priam (Gr. Myth.)
poete
"Lost Plays of Shakespeare s Age"
bark here) be sure to see Old Fort
36- A pastry
Mrs Sarah Seavey of Pleasant
25- Taate
VERTICAL
[ by C. J. Sisson, a notable collection
Moat famous “stunter" was probably Blond in, who
Niagara; the Museum; famous Ridge
37- Greek goddess of
26- Comblnlng form.
repeatedly strolled across the Falls on a tightrope:
Road: New Welland Ship Canal; the
of new. and true, tales of Elizabethan Point is visiting Miss Lenata Marsh
the dawn
Air
all.
oner taking a stove and making an omelet halfway «
model plant where Shredded Wheat
1- Hlghway robber
S9-A rodent
life, admirably told, lively and up
27- Written with a
once carrying his manager.
is made so good; Old Burning
Waldo iBryant of Brockton. Mass.,
2- Very
40- Produced
machine
roarious. a true picture of Shake
Spring ....
3- Blnd
29-Accurate
41- Wlehee for
has arrived at Hupper's Island for
speare's England.
44—Jumps
4- Capltal of Norway
31-Contend with
the
summer.
“A Study of Love's Labour Lost” by
5- Approachea
47-A clamping devioa
33- Decay
Mr.
and
Mrs
Theodore
Davis
and
46-Speck
6- Sheerer
34- Coat
UNION
FRIENDSHIP
Fratfces A Yates. It has long been
ROCKVILLE
LIBERTY
7- Lieten
51-Moved rapidly
38-Famout English
known that Love's Labour Lost was daughter of Rockland .visited last
8- Make a mistake
53-Preflx. Thrice
horserace
Thomas Benner who for several
Mr and Mrs. Everett Sherman
The Memorial Day exercises held
Mrs. Adele Morton passed last
a highly topical play Miss Yates here Saturday at the home of their
55-Comparatlve suffix
9- lndeflnite article
42- Den
and daughter. Blanche, of Beverly, at both cemeteries were fine and weekend with friends in Winslows ' days has been confined to his home sets out to identify the many topical parents. Mr. and Airs Forrest Davis.
B7-A weight meaeura
43- Depreteion between 1O-Faucet
by illness, is able to be out.
J
(abbr.)
Miss Alice Breen recently under
Mass. were at Travelers Lodge last well attended At the old cemetery, Mills.
two mountains
JIA-Greaay
references which the help of newly
Miss Rachel Stetson and brother.
Miss Winola Richan of Rockland.
weekend.
went
an
appendix
operation
at
Know
discovered
data.
Col. E. K Gould gave an excellent
(Solution to previous puiale)
former teacher of music in the local Leonard C Stetson, were guests
Mrs. A J. Skidmore has _______
returned
"Shakespeare's Imagery, v.d What Hospital.
Memorial
address
depicting
the
life
of
action
schools,
was
a
recent
caller
here
Memorial
Day
of
relatives
in
home from Bradbury
It Tells W by Caroline F. E. j Mrs. George iRobbins spent a few
DEERJ5LE
Miss Florence Bessey of Natick, Thomaston
Hospital where she received treat of several of the old soldiers buried
days in Rockland recently.
Spurgeon.
Miss Mary O'Toole of Boston is at
in
that cemetery Rev. George Cur- Mass., and Miss Marion Costello of
Mr. and Mrs Elmus Morse, son.
ment.
Miss Virginia Thompson has re
J. Dover Wilson's "Trilogy on
the
Hltz cottage for the season.
rier
’
s
talk
at
the
new
burying
ground
Medford.
Mass
.
were
visitors
last
Roger
and
Mrs
Vera
Feyler
of
Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Perry of Mel
Hamlet" 1: The Problems of the turned home after passing the winter
Mrs. Minnie Couch has opened iter
theholiday
rose. Mass , are visiting their cousin, was appropriate to the day- The weekend at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomastonwere callers
in
Massachusetts.
d
text: The MS of Shakespeare's
W. A. Bessey.
at the home of Wardell MacFarland
Mrs M. L. Knowlton.
Best wishes are extended the new cottage at Sunset for the season
school boys and girls furnished the
Hamlet,
in
two
volumes,
said
to
be
'
Mrs Sadie Schwartz of Somerville
Mrs Ida Bernie and son Chester
Mrs Alton Prior passed a few days a fascinating piece of literary de- ! ly-married couple, Mr. and Mrs. Vere
Graduating exercises of Liberty
music.
of Quincy. Mass., were guests last
Mass. has returned to her summer recenliy at Owls Head as guest of
High School were held Thursday at
Crockett
of
Rockport.
Mrs
Crockett
teetive work. "The Text (The New
Brainerd Thurston has returned home in town.
weekend at Edgewood Farm.
I her daughter. Mrs. Edmund Wotton.
Community hall.
Shapespeare Series*, and The Plot: Is the former Miss Edith Anthony of
from Zion Bible Institute. East ProviMr
and
Mrs
Fred
Greene
motored
Mrs
young
and
sons
Mrs. Louise Knowlton, who spent
Dr. Frans Leyonborg attended the i
this
community,
daughter
of
Mr
and
j
What Happens to Hamlet, which is
dence
for
a
visit
with
his
mother,
recently
from
Watertown.
Mass.,
the
Mailrlct
and
Kenneth
of
Washingthe
winter in tlie south, has arrived
spring clinic given recently by the
Mrs. Morton Anthony, and has num
called a Joyous adventure
Mrs Annie B Thurston
latter to remain for the season s open-1
ard Mrs
gtank>. and
for
the
summer
visiting staff of the Eastern Maine
erous friends In this section
Mr and Mrs F W Robbins spent ing of Ye Greene Arbour
I Ur of Rocldand wre
Prof, and Mrs S B Knowlton and
General Hospital in conjunction with
Carleton Mansfield spent the holi ly to call on relatives and friends. 1 Of interest to the collector is
two grandsons and Miss Annie Whit
J-'red B. Ingerson
the Penobscot County Medical Tuesda>' ln Portland
day with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bessey. ; Mrs. Jennie Winslow of Portland , "Edwin Arlington Robinson; A col
Rev.
Orville
J.
Guptill
of
Bar
Har

Fred B. Ingerson. 58, died May 19 ney arrived last week for the sum
Society. Bangor. He was accom
Mr. and Mrs. Rose M. Howes and
lection of his works from the library at hl* home in Attleboro. Mas*, fol- ' mer. Prof. Knowlton is much im
bor and F J. Hunter of Rockland
was holiday guest of Mrs. Etta
panied by Mrs. Leyonborg.
EAST UNION
daughter of -Lawrence, Mass . visited
of Bacon Collamore.
Hartford. lowing a long period of gradually' proved in health.
Highlands
passed
Tuesday
evening
Thompson.
D 6 Walker of New York is Id
Mr. Howes' mother. Mrs. Everett
1936
"
with Mr and Mrs F L Hunter.
Miss
Esther
Dodge
of
Manchester.
Visitors and callers Sunday- at the
falling health which culminated in
town for a short stay.
Roy Gould is much improved from
This is an unusually interesting a sudden ill turn. Mr. Ingerson, who 1 N H. passed last weekend with her
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A Sherer of Prescott, over the holiday weekend, home of Clayton Oliver were: Leon
Rev. Harold Nutter delivered an
returning
Sunday
night.
parents', Mr and Mrs George M. I l*cent
whlch confined him to
bibliographical work. It sets out to
inspiring baccalaureate sermon Sun Lisbon Falls spent Sunday with Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Thorndike and ard Stetson and grandson, Harold. stimulate the reader's interest in was native of Vlnalhaven. had been Dodge
his home for severs] days
and
Mrs
Dana
A.
Sherer.
Mr
a-vi
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell. Mrs.
a .'oreman in an Attleboro Jewelry
day to the graduating class of
nlne
Mrs. Helen Annis of Rockland is
Sirs. Cecil A. Rhodes of Camden and daughter. Alice of Camden were visi Ira Oliver, all of Thomaston. Miss Robinson by listing his works where- facU>ry fQr (he
Mrs Norman Brown is with her
Liberty High School.
tors
Memorial
Day
at
the
-home
of
ever they have appeared, giving suf
Barbara Waldron of Glen Cove
Deceased,
who
was
the
son
of
the
»J*
ndln« • fcw
*‘th Mrs Vida mother while Mr. Brown has em
Nellie
O.
Davis,
William
Pottle
of
Dr. Frans iLeyonborg recently re
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Prescott, who
ftclent details of the books to serve
I Sylvester prior to going to Stoney
joined them for supper
ployment with the Slate.
ceived as a birthday gift from his
have also had as weekend guests this town and Mrs. Colby Wallace of as bibliography, and adding a con- late Josiah and Ada Ingerson. passed Beach cottage for the season
Mrs.
Anna
T
Peck,
librarian
ol
many years in this community where
brother in Sweden, a beautifully cut
Raymond Pinkham. daughter Vir South Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoyt were
Capt Melvin Sheppard has left for
Mrs Euda Morton and son. Albert
at one time he conducted a business.
figure of a monk's head in native Richard's Memorial Library in Pax ginia, son. Raymond, and Mrs Cath
the season's yachting.
|
Sunday of Mrs May Robbins.
matter -much of it from letters of
ton, Mass.. Miss Martha Peck, who
of Portland, passed last weekend at
His genial personality drew man;
marble.
erine Brown. R. N. of Augusta.
Mr and Mrs Leon C. Weed and ’ Mr. and Mrs Hoyt passed the wini
Rdbinson
to
the
collector
whose
has summer camps in the Berkshircs
friends who will keenly miss his
This town observed Memorial DayLizzie Mae, widow of John H. Luce, their home here
passed last weekend in ter in St. Petersburg and have Just
sri., Marjory Simmons, student .»
at Rowe. Mass., and Miss Harriet
Miss
at books furnished the basis for the | .,77
kindly association. Mr. Ingerson I two sons
died at the home of her son Tuesday,
in a manner befitting that solemn
Camden as guests of Mr. and Mrs returned to their South Union home.
present
volume
>.
Such
a
method
1
Woodard of Worcester visited a few aged 71 years.
Rockland High School, recently
leaves |hls wife, the former Miss
date. The Sons of Union Veterans.
Leon Stinson.
' Mr. and Mrs. C. M Payson, aedays last week with Mrs. Inez C.
makes good reading of what must
Mrs Addle Leach and Mrs. Lucy visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Harris; daughter, Alice and a
Auxiliary* and school children, each
Mr and Mrs Carl Haskell motored 1 companled by Roland Payson and
Bronkie.
otherwise
be
a
book
of
reference.
It
Kimball of Harmony are guests of Albion Simmons.
1 brother.
carrying a bouquet and the proces
to Eastport Monday to bring Mrs f family, enjoyed a delightful motor
Mrs W. P Richardson of Camden Mrs. Mary Clark and son Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wotton of is, in short, a book of the kind sel
Funeral services were held in At Lucy C Bruce to her summer cot trip Sunday.
sion headed by "Drummer Boy".
dom
met
with,
an
intimate
record
of
was guest Sunday of her sister Mrs, 1 Mrs. Laura Daniels has returned Staten Island, N. Y. arc at their
James Rowell, marched to the village
tleboro and a Ibrief service at the
The Flake family of Damariscotta
tage here.
F. W Robbins.
a great poet, related In guise of a
, from a two weeks' visit with friends former home here for a few days.
cemetery where, plter the eong,
local Baptist chapel. Rev. Wesley
spent
Memorial Day here, as guests
Miss
Isabelle
Strong
and
Mrs
Mr and Mrs Eina Heino recently
Paul Wotton and Sherman <Vot- catalogue. The printing, by Edward Stuart officiating. There was an
in Boston.
"America." flowers were placed on
Laura Hlgby have opened their sum of Mr. and Mrs. (W. Oeorge Payson.
went to Fitchburg for a few days and
B.
Thompson
at
Hawthorn
House,
Mr. and Mrs Conrad Seiders of ton of Lynn. Mass, spent last weekeach soldiers grave, flags having
abundance of beautiful flowers. The mer home. Dean Farm on the North Miss |C. A. Fiske will visit relatives
were guests at a partv given to com- _
,
,
Windham. Conn., is. it happens, as
.
Portland spent the holiday and week- end at their home in this place,
been put there previously. In the
bearers were Fred Seavey. Ralph Deer Isle road
In this vicinity.
pliment them on their recent mar.
. 7" ,
.
. ..
.
reserved
and
meticulous
as
Robin

, . ,
..
end at the home of her brother
Mrs. James Murphy had as recent
afternoon nearly 50 persons gathered riage. _
Simmons,
preland Thompson and
Miss Bernice Barbour has arrived
The week before they were „
, „ ._
..
—
son's
poetry
The
fortunate
pos
.
.
. , .
Hampton L. Robbins.
visitors Mrs. Annie Doe, Mrs. ETva
at Community hall where Chairman guests at a dance
Merton Anthony. Interment was in home after spending the winter in
EAGLE
and social in the
H
,
stssors of this book will cherish it.
C. H. Wellington presented this pro West Rockport Grange hall at which
the Ridge cemetery.
Oeor8e Grlffln and fam,ly of Wor’ Morse Mra Almon Burns and famlly
Massachusetts.
Miss Adrla L. Bracey has returned
been visltin8 Abner artr” IMr and Mrs Emery Simmons and
gram: Prayer, Rev. Harold Nutter; time they were presented with a cester
Mr and Mrs Harry M. Bech were
The booksellers of America honor have glorified her cities with new
song. "America;” Lincoln's Gettys purse of money and a silver service fin and niece Mrs. Bertha Howe and t family. Thelma Prior. Miss Nellie
home
after spending a month with
recent guests of Mr and Mrs. A. J.
Davis and Mr and Mrs Ivan Morse. “the most distinguished general non churches,
burg Address. Frances L. Trask; ad
government
buildings, Bech in Washburn
J. E Sinnett and son spent Me family.
her sister Mrs. Richard Howard in
Mr. and Mrs. John Gray of Thom
Mrs. Nellie Brazier of Danvers. fiction book of 1936" Anne Lind schools, and cooperative apartments,
dress. Rev. Mr. Nutter: duet. “One morial Day with his parents at
Mrs. Frederick Pendleton and Warren.
aston were visitors Sunday at the Mass., spent the holiday weekend berghs "North to the Orient."
Vacant Chair" Mr. and Mrs. Perry; Bailey's Island.
exponents of the brilliant intellec daughter Pauline were in town thl$
Edgar Quinn passed a day recently
• • • •
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alli
Miss Mabel Oxton has been passing home of Mary Clark,
music, “Star Spangled Banner,"
tual life of the Finns.
week to attend the funeral of Oscar
A
comparison
of
Pulitzer
Prize
with
his sister Mrs Ellington Carver
Mr and
Henry Norris and son Wotton.
Violet Knowlton; salute to the flag; a few days with Mrs. Bert Gregory
Morey.
awards of 1926 and 1936 is rather
at
Glencove
daughters
Nancy
and
Sue
of
HollisMr.
and
Mrs.
Myron
Mank
and
at
North
Haven.
benediction.
SEARSMONT
Henry S. Haskell is painting the
Interesting: For 1926: Fiction: Ar
Mr.
and
Mrs Earl S Brown and
Dr. B P. Parshley of Wolfboro. ton Mass recently spent a few days daughter. Lucille, of Rockland were
home of Mrs. Lydia A. Bech.
Wilbert Oove made a trip to Sunset
Mr and (Mrs William Warner and
N. H , was weekend and holiday guest " ilh Mrs. Norris grandmother Mrs. recently at the home of their parents, rowsmith. by Sinclair Lewis. Drama:
A SUNSET SCENE IN MAINH
Exercises
were
held
in
the
Sunset
of Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie j Lulle Ufford.
1 Mr. and Mrs Albion Wotton, for a Craig's Wife, toy George Kelly. Hls- family arrived here last Saturday cemetery and at the Soldiers and recently on business.
(For The Courier-Gazette)
tory: The War for Southern Inde- I from Massachusetts and will occupy
Where the Sunset tinged the Hilltop.
Ewell.
' Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Mowry and | short visit.
Mrs. Blckmore is visiting her
I was looking down again
pendence. by Edward Channing, j the house which they recently Sailors monument on Memorial Day.
Leslie Partridge of West Upton was Mrs. Southard of Rockland called on
Capt. and Mrs. Perley Lawry and
daughter Mrs James Quinn.
Upon a pretty village
Addresses
by
Rev
Ralph
White
and
In the grand old State of Maine
a visitor Memorial Day at the Percie friends here Tuesday.
j Mrs. Jennie Lauley of Portland were Biography: Sir William Osler, by bought.
Erland Quinn recently went to
Prof. 8. B Knowlton were enjoyed.
A thin veil hung over the meadows
Mr and Mrs Oeorge Matthews
Where the sun shone like gold.
Fiske home.
A heavy thunder shower passed , recent guests of Mrs. Charlena Harvey Cushing. Poetry: Posthu
Camden to meet Mr and Mrs. PorterSilent and alone I watched It
mously to Amy Lowell, for "What's were callers Sunday on Mrs Mat
Mrs Olive Moffittof Milton has' over this place Wednesday night. Lawry.
Bonney Quinn passed last weekend
Until It had faded and gone.
CLARRY HILL
O’clock." For 1936: Fiction: Honey in thews mother, Mrs Belle Howes.
been
calling
on
friends
here
this
|
striking
a
barn
and
killing
a
cow
1
j^rs.
Nancy
Rogers
and
daughter,
Miss Alice Ross of Portland spent with his mother. Mrs. Harriet Quinn.
Ralph Skinner and Miss Helen
There were houses with glittering
windows.
week.
owned by Jesse Hilt.
Mary, of Portland. Mr. and Mr*. the Hom. by H L. Davis. Drama: Leanclng of Ridgewood, N J., were the weekend and holiday with her
Gardens rainbow tinted and green.
WATCHING THE SIGNS
Mr
and
Mrs
Leroy
Tolman
had
as
Mrs. Augusta Mink whose husband Elmus Morse and son Roger and Idiot's Delight, by Robert Sherwood; guests of Mr. Skinner's sister, Mrs. grandmother Mrs. Gussie Ross.
Happy birds were singing their songs
As they rustled among the leaves;
(For
the Courier-Gazette)
weekend and holiday guests Mr. and , died in East Union recently, has Mrs. Vera Feyler visited on Memorial History: A Constitutional History of Viola Cushman, recently.
Mrs. Rosalind Garland who teaches
I looked around for new beauty
D. Oraves of Bangor recently visi
When the »ky l» lemon-yellow
moved to the home of her brother, Day with iMr. and Mrs Granville the United States. Biography: The ted his sister, Mrs. E. F. Callahan.
Mrs William Eells of Fitchburg.
As the sun was setting low—
in
Harrison
has
been
guest
of
her
Change
of
weather* on the way;
I found It beneath and everywhere.
Thought and Character of William
Will Savward. where she will make Brow
It may rain or maybe anow.
Mrs. Grace Howes. Mr. and Mrs mother Mrs. Emma Jackson
As the sun threw Its golden glow.
But a change will come next day.
James, by Ralph Barton. Poetry: R Austin of Bangor and Everett
GEORGES RIVER ROAD her home for the future
Frank Jameson returned to hi* When the nky la dull and leaden.
I saw an old Church near the village.
Smith were guest* Sunday at the
When aounda echo from afar;
Strange
Holiness,
by
Robert
P.
Tris

Clarence
Moody
and
nephew
Lin

It rests on the base of a ledge.
Rytex Polka printed stationery is
Elonia Cunningham home.
Mrs. home last Monday after spending a In the aummer, rain will follow.
And stands all alone and forsaken.—
tram Coffin.
wood Moody, have taken fine photo
In the winter, anow storma are.
Rev.
and
Mrs
John
F
Heino.
Mrs
Flood of Searsport was also a caller few days in Rockland.
Only Ood with His angels are left
on sale at The Courier-Gazette office
• « • •
I listened for the sound of the church Harjula and Mrs. Erickson attended 1 graphs of the schools in this and
on that date.
When
sky Is red at early morn
Miss
Florence
Wiley
of
Warren
re

during
May
and
June.
This
is
the
bell.
With Finland standing at the
Look out for atorm. they aay;
Schools here have closed for the cently visited friends here for a few
the annual meeting of the Finnish surrounding towns, and have them gay, colorful number you have been
But no echo came up from the vale.
But
when
at night the aky la red
head of the world in payment of war summer vacation. As a last day
For It was God's Holy Sabbath,
It'e fair-weather for next day
And I looked down and listened In vain. Congregational Church at West ’ °n exhibition in the Moody store asking for. Only $1 a box. Postage debts, that country has come much festivity, the pupils reveled in a days.
8undoga at south of aun,
Wareham, Mass. On return home they , w indows.
trip to Bingham.
Justus Colby and family of Brock
Next atorm will be rain:
10c.
My Soul was stirred within me,
into notice. Justifiably so. Literary
Mrs. Belle Bowes recently visited ton, Mass., spent the holiday with If at north aide cold will follow.
For iny thoughts were then of the past. were accompanied by Rev. John E.
And
winter's next atorm. anow again.
figures
are
turning
eyes
that
way,
When I went to that church on the Libback of New York who will preach
her daughter, Mrs. Gladys Millay his mother Mrs Emma Jackson.
School, church and group picnics
ledges.
THE MASTERPIECE
and
family.
and
among
the
latest
books
is
“
Fin

If
at
aunset
there * a fog-bank
With love and faith in my heart
at the picnic Sunday at the home are invited to come to beautiful Oak
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Waters and
At the south of eun.
(For The Courier-Gazette)
I parted with friends at the church door.
land:
The
New
Nation"
by
Agnes
You
may
look
for atormy weather
of Matthew Torpacka at 11 o'clock. land Park free! Store open, has And there I sec the fading day
son of Connecticut visited Saturday
Some I .shall never see more.
ANSWER TO GRANDPA'S DREAM
Ere next day la done
Rothery (Viking Press.) Finland is a
Thev left that church near the village.
Melt on the hills, the sliver frost
everything
—
weenies,
ice
cream,
At
1
o'clock
standard
there
will
be
Here's
a
never
falling sign
and
8unday
at
the
home
of
Mrs
Wa

(For The Courier-Gazette)
And sailed away to that beautiful shore
Ollds all the grass. A silence fills
Be the weather cold or warm
a meeting at Georges River road, and marshmallows. Pure spring water. The twilight scene The road Is lost young republic, free after a thousand Hold your horses. E A. C..
ters' parents Mr. and Mrs. A. E Watch the trees at early morn
The sun went down with Its spendor.
In willows that outline the way.
•
years of foreign rule. It has an
I think In your bonnet there's a bee;
“Three frosty mornings bring on a
at 7 p m. standard at the Friendship Clean surroundings, nice beach —
Burns.
Behind the western hill.
let your fancy lead you far—
storm.”
intensely patriotic, social-minded, Don't
The shades of night were gathering fast. school house. Everyone is welcome. | adv.
A sadness broods upon the scene:
There'll be no diamond*! for poor
Mrs.
Eva
Robbins
has
a
flock
of
14
I heard the call of the whippoorwill—
Deep shadows lurk beneath the trees. athletic, intelligent yet fiery, artistic,
grandpa.
If the wind should blow a gale
I
There was only Inky darkness,
A purplish sky—a waning light—
hens which laid 21 dozen and 5 eggs
From the cold northwest.
Whpre the sun had been a flame
above the graying seas.
mixed population, living by its vast Plant your "taters" and hoe your beans. during the month of May.
Storm will follow In Its wake
For thank-you notes and short let- '■ The teacher was telling her open- Hovers
This Is one of the beautiful sunsets
Where dark-hued sails of boats careen.
The Townaend bill Isn’t what It
And southeast rain will be the guest.
forests and its tiny cultivated clear
That was seen In the State of Maine. ters, we suggest a box of Rytex Notes, eyed class about the dolphin and its
seems;
Walter Feyler of Thomaston was When Iwlnd comes from eouth-eouth
(Mrs ) Dora Moody
A cottage light, with ruddy glow.
In your little home you are well content.
west
Lincolnville Center
Choice of six different shades of pa habits.
Is mirrored on the slumbering stream; ings. and utilizing its 60.000 lakes for
a
business
caller
here
recently.
So you need not worry about your
Blowing hard all afternoon,
Dense rushes mass beside the mere
transportation. Finland has less than
rent.
“And children," she said, impres Where
per with tiny colored borders on both
A cold northeast rain or snow
Mrs.
Sarah
Thomas
of
Rockland
hushed In sleep, earth's children
hale and hearty and have no
Will be coming very soon
four million people, but is determined You are
dream.
sheets and envelopes, and printed sively, “just think, a single dolphin
Ills.
is In this place for an indefinite stay.
Fanned by soft wings the night winds to gain world recognition and re
80
you
need
no
doctor
to
feed
you
Listen
to the saucy Jay bird
with your name to match. Fifty Note will have two thousand baby dol
blow
Kenneth Boardman of Jefferson
pills.
And to Robin Redbreast s song—
Relieve the soreness and aid heal
spect. The nation is off with a fly
Sheets and 50 envelopes for $1.50 phins.”
If
It's
on a cloudy morning
was guest of friends here last Sun
The end of day Is here portrayed
Go ahead, and dig your garden plot,
ing by washing daily with Resinol
Rain will follow right along.
"Goodness!” exclaimed the bright By master hand He must have known ing start through Paavo Nurmi and
Used by well known screen stars,
Don't worry about things you haven't day.
If these weather signs you follow
The loveliness of fields at night
■■^.Soap and freely apply ing «
got;
her other famous athletes, through
You won't need a radio.
authors and artists. See samples at little girl at the bottom of the class, The wish for fame He had outgrown
Stillman Whitney of North War You
With your cheerful spirit well alive
can plan your next day'* work
He
tolled
alone,
and
unafraid
Sibelius in music, and through Sa
You need not Worry 'bout slxty-flve
The Courier-Gazette office. Postage “and how many do the married ones
And
ten to one he right. T trow'
ren
spent
Saturday
with
relatives
in
—Norman C. Tire
Gertie Gloom
arinen
and
her
other
architects
who
C1»r» 8 Overlook
have?
”
—
Montreal
star
Washington, D. C.
10 cents extra.
Spruce Hea<l
(Ills community.
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home of Moses Copeland, and
cajoled his pupils toy giving them
STATE OF MAINE
STATE OF MAINE
Spoke the 1 1 Graduates Of loaf sugar. In 1782, although the
people were burdened with debt they
Warren’s Eighth Grade— kept on with education. At the
I
time no public school was kept, and
Interesting Exercises
school was In session at the homes of
Republican Candidates to be voted for in the Primary Election June I 5, 1936, in
Democratic Candidates to be voted for in the Primary Election June 1 3, 1936, in
Very pretty graduation exercises William Boggs, and Joseph Cope
KNOX COUNTY
land, with John O’Brian, native of
KNOX COUNTY
for the Eighth Graders of the War-,
Cork, Ireland, the teacher. The Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a speciren grammar school were held Tues first school house was built In 1784
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a speci
man ballot, Five to One Hundred Dollars Fine.
day night at the Town hall. Each In the Oyster River Neighborhood,
men ballot, Five to One Hundred Dollars Fine.
LEWIS 0. BARROWS, Secretary of State.
of the 11 pupils took part. The pro and was of logs. Psalms, reading,
LEWIS O. BARROWS, Secretary of State,
gram: (March by the school, with writing, and arithmetic were taught.
David White as marshal; music by Geography had not been heard of,
the school; prayer, Rev. Howard A. and grammar, not taught except In
Welch; salutatory, “Early Indus.,j connection with Latin. In 1790. MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU WISH TO VOTE
tries", by Charles Stlmpson Jr.; i John Sullivan was teacher In the FOR. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE M ARKED FOR EACH OFFICE.
MAKE A CROSS (XI IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU WISH TO VOTE
ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND MARK CROSS (X) TO
FOR. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE Nl’MBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED FOR EACH OFFICE.
“Our Town” by Russell 6miih; school house which stood on Colonel RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND MARK CROSS (X| TO
“Georges River" by Lloyd WeRlng- Starrett’s land. Teachers at that
RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
ton; class history by Oeorge Robin time boarded about for their pay.
Vole for ONE
FOR CLERK OF COURTS
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE
son; “Maine” a poem by Lucille and the story of one who left one
FOR SHERIFF
Vote for ONE
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
MILTCN M. GRIFFIN, Rockland
□
Carter; vocal solo, by Verna Robin boarding place before supper and
Vote for ONE
WALLACE H WHITE. JR. Auburn
□
STEPHEN 6 COMERY. Warren
□
son; address to the Seventh Graders arrived at the other after they had
□
LOUTS J. BRANN. Lewiston
□
finished
their
meal,
and
taking
a
by Bertha Molntlre, presen:a;loq.of
□
OLIVER R. HAMLIN. Rockland
□
Vote for ONE
FOR SHERIFF
gifts by Gertrude Lamplnen; return candle went about looking for It 1
□
FOR GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE
£
gift and “The Upper St. Georges,* between the two places was re
C. EARLE LUDWICK, Rock’.and
□
FOR GOVERNOR
______ Vote for ONE
LEWIS O (BARROWS, Newport
by Helmt Lamplnen; vocal solo by counted. Books In the schools In
□
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
Tote for ONE
Jeannette Overlock, of the eighth 1801 were Webster's spelling book,
F HAROLD DUBORD. Waterville
□
BLIN W PAGE. Skowhegan
□
CHRISTOPHER S ROBERTS. Rockland
Q
grade; class prophecy by Ruby Btar American Perccp.or. Pikes Arl.hmcFOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
Vote for ONE
□
rett; class will by Verna Robinson} tlc, Perry's Dictionary. The English
□
n
JEROME C BURROWS. Rockland
Q
valedictory by “Our Schools" by Grammar was first taught here In
I OR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
1804
to
Colonel
James
Head's
daugh

FOR
REPRESENTATIVE
TO
CONGRESS
Vote
for
ONE
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER, Vote for ONE
Virginia Starrett; Music by the
□
Vote for ONE
school; Presentation of Diplomas, by ters. and the same year Mr. Eaton
FRNFST
L
MeLEAN.
Augusta
RAYMOND
W TIBBETTS. Camden
Q
□
Superintendent Prank Rowe; Bene persuaded his most advanced pupils
FREDERICK 'P BONNEY. Rangeley
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER, Vote for ONE
□
at Oyster River to study the same
diction by Rev. H. A. Welch.
□
□
ADIN IL. HOPKINS. Camden
n
25ELMA M. DWINAL. Camden
□
• • • •
Geography was Introduced a little
FOR STATE SENATOR
Vote for ONE
FOR REPRESENTATIVES to the
Charles Stlmpson Jr., listed the later. Miss Starrett also spoke of
HERBERT W KEEP, Rockland
□
ARTHUR B. LANCASTER Oardlner
□
LEGISLATURE
early Industries of Warren as farm the Warren Academy founded In
CHARLES E. WHEELER. St Oeorge
Q
J. CLARENCE 1ECKEMBY PitUfleld
ing, the manufacture of gun powder. 1808 which in 1873 became the free
□
D ROBERT McCARTY. Rockland
FRANK A LrNEKTN. Thomaston
fishing; shoe making. He also spoke ' high school. She spoke also of the
FOR
REPRESENTATIVES
to
the
A
RAYMOND
ROOERS.
Waterville
□
THEODORE H BEVERIDGE Camden
of the oysters which formerly were ! Improvements the past few years,
LEGISLATURE
Vote for ONE
I OR JUDGE OF PROBATE
OBORGE W. DYER, Camden
found In great numbers In Oyster
Supt. Rowe presented each mcmCLYDE (H. SMITH. Skowhegan
□
WILLIAM F. COOK St Oeorge
ALAN L. BIRD. Rockland
ELESHA
W.
PIKE,
Rockland
□
Rlver, from which presumably the , ber with a diploma and told In his
JOSEPH
DONDIS.
Rockland
OEORGE C. WEBBER Auburn
□
river received Its name He also ; usual fine way, a story of the persisRO-ERT E. PENDLETON. Rockland
□
CLEVELAND SLEEPER. JR. Rockland
mentloned the burning of the first i tence of a boy In getting a job In a
□
LOUIS
A
WALKER.
Rockland
Vote for ONE
FOR CLERK OF COURTS
shoe factory, the building replaced grocery store. Rev. H A. Welch gave
ALBERT B. ELLIOT. Thomaston
FOR STATE SENATOR
Vote for ONE
by one taken down and moved from the benediction.
DONALD G. POOLE, Vlnalhaven
WALTER A. AVER. Union
□
Ushers lor the evening were
Rockland.
CHARLES F DWTNAL, Camden
FRED E BURKETT. Union
□
Russell Smith spoke of the topo Bowdoin Miller. Clayton Fales.
HARRY T. GUSHEE. Camden
□
HAROLD H. NASH. Camden
CHARLES T SMALLEY. Rockland
graphy and boundaries of the town, Madeleine Haskell. David White,
□
LLOYD F CROCKETT, North Haven
the mineral deposits of granite and Norman Rogers. Programs were In
FRED H. SMALLEY. St. George
WILLIAM T. SMITH. Thomaston
□
charge
of
Marie
Marr
and
Elizabeth
limestone, and said that the traces
Newbegln. Herbert Oldls. Wilmot Da-'Victor
McLagien
and
Freddie
WARREN
of the oldest quarries of limestone in Oxton. Decorations were of white
□
via, Herbert Porter, Leon Benner and Bartholomew Ibis ts a picture good
town could still be seen near \he lilacs.
School f losed yesterday for the Kenneth Heyer.
for the heart and spirit, and humor,
FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE
Vote for ONE
Mrs. Marian Marsh Clark of Rock
Otis Anderson and Sidney Stevens
summer vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. William Eldridge of of every man, woman and child. It
port. music supervisor, was accom
places
MELZER T CRAWFORD. Camden
Miss Marguerite Haskell who Rockland. Mass. have been visiting shows the star of “David Copperfleld"
□
Lloyd Wellington spoke of the panist and played the entrance
graduated from the Leland Powers their nephews. Fred Chute and Ar- and “A Tale of Two Cities" In a
HARRY E WILBUR. Rockland
□
Georges River, and of the Incorpora march.
School of the Theatre is spending a thur Chute.
: lighter but Intensely human and enMuch credit Is due Mrs Inez
tion of Warren In 477# when the
few weeks at home.
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Shorey passed tertalnlng role.
□
the
teacher
for
the
success
Mathews,
town previously called the Upper St.
Miss Beatrice Haskell who has the weekend at their home ln Surry —.... 1
Oeorges was named for the Revolu of the exercises.
completed her second year ln study
Mr. and Mrs Everett Keene of
tionary hero. Dr Joseph Warren who
of the violin in Phtladephla. Is at Melrose. Mass . Mr and Mrs Ken
Gerald O'Connor of Rochester. N Y..
peeling pulpwood at F. A. Crate's
SOUTH THOMASTON
had fallen at Bunker Hill.
NORTH HOPE
the home of her parents. Mr. and neth Heiser of Stratham Mass . and
and Alfred Ghrum of Jamaice Plain
• a • •
wood lot.
Waldoboro
Mrs. S. F. Haskell for the summer. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merrill of Malden.
The weather having become warmMr. and Mrs. Robert Gaffney of
The holiday and weekend cornin’
Mrs. Charles Bailey of Yonkers. N.
Thr first town meeting was held
SHOWS AT 8.M P. M.
Misses Jennie Cummings and Mass, made up the house party en
Boston and Mr and Mrs Eben Buker I together brought many visitors
to Y„ at her summer home. Pilot Point, j
In March 1777 but records of that er. garden crops are being rushed
Pearl ICummings pf (Auburn were tertained by Mr. and Mrs Charles
of Richmondhave been guests at this community
Much work his has as guests Mr. and Mrs. James
town meeting and the 800 to the into the ground. Grass Is looking
holtday and weekend guests of Rev Robertson. One of the enjoyable
TUESDAY,JUNE 9
been done In the local cemetery but Norris of Melrose. Mass.
present date are unbroken. At the fine but fruit buds suffered some-lhe ° A Palmer home
and Mrs. Howard A Welch.
eatures was a dancing party.
from__a ____________
belated freeze,_______
as did
Mr and MrsJohn Lawler of South t| further care Is needed In order for
(Mrs. Mary Morse Is having
“
Two
In the Dark”
annual town meeting of the next what
___ _____
_ her
• a • •
The Central Cemetery Association
year held at the home of Thomas J early corn and other tender crops. Portland passed last weekend with 1,he lots 10 have a uniform appear- buildings painted by Wilpas SaLlln^n.
WALTER ABEL,
held the annual meeting yesterday
Junior Graduation Program
ance.
Mr. and Mrs Willis Spear and
Btarrett. a fish committee was elec Even hardy perennials, such as Mr and Mrs. W O Wallace
MARGOT GRAHAME
tfternoon at the home of Mrs.
Graduation
exercises
for
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Hopkln
;
four children of Thomaston are octed, as there were besides shad and bleeding heart, froze here, and white
Mrs Esther Davis called Monday
eighth grade of the Pleasantville Maude Clark Gay. Officers elected
, entertained last weekend: Mr. and
THURSDAY. JUNE 11
alewlves. an excellent run of salmon Macs blooms were spoiled at the bud Mr and Mrs W K Wallace.
j Mrs. Ralph Hopkins. Earle Hopkins. supying their cottage for the season Rural school were held Wednesdai vere: Mrs. Jennie E. M. Brummitt,
(Mr
and
Mrs.
G.
T.
Lindahl
were
In the Oeorges. which were caught stage.
Miss Evelyn Oenthner. Mathew Mr and Mrs Sumner Hopkins arid
‘
The
Singing Kid”
night at the school room, relative,' iresident; Mrs Rena Crowell, Mrs.
In seines at Andrews point and aleAnnouncement has been received Barron of Portland and Gloria Mona-J family of Quincy. Mas.,. Murray, visited last
v „weekend
„
„ by Mr. and Mrs. and friends filling the school tc Dizabeth Poor, vice
AL JOLSON and
presidents;
wives In dip nets at the Upper Falls. by Mrs A. I. Perry of the wedding han of the village were guests las'. Hopkins James Hopkins and Miss Phl lp Kenda11 and 5011 Ocorse of
BEVERLY ROBERTS
capacity. Under the supervision of Miss Edna M Young, secretary: Mrs
Topsfield. Mass
In May that year also. It was voted of her niece. Miss Thelma Shorkley weekend at A J. Oenthner's.
Eleanor Rock of Hyde Park
Gay, treasurer; Mrs
Lottie H
the
teacher,
Mrs.
Lina
Smith,
the
(Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Egcrton of
that no alewlves be caught at the of Mount Vernon. Wash, to Kenneth
SATURDAY. JUNE 11
Alfred Ghrum Is working for the
Mr and Mrs Maynard Deane snd
school room had been decorated with Lovell, auditor. Plans were made for
falls for sale, which seems to prove I. Frcedlund also of that place. The summer on the chicken farm of son Lawrence of Woodfords. were Waban, Mass., were at their summer
the upkeep and Improvement of the
red
and
green
crepe
paper.
Each
“
Professional
Soldier”
that In early days these fish were In ' ceremony will take place June 19 at Samuel Wlnchenbach
’ at their summer home here until home here over the holiday.
cemetery this summer
member
took
part,
a
commencement
VICTOR
McLAGLEN,
Rev. H. 8. Klltoorn of Thomaston.
demand. In 1788 the first bridge waa the First Baptist Church where iMlsa
Mr and Mrs J. C. Pitcher and after Monday night when Mrs Desnj
Star Theatre attractions next week
play being especially fine.
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
built over Oyster River, several rods shorkley has been organist for sever- Mrs Nettle Drown who have been
an Important part In the EastMrs
Teague, her son
nclude: Tuesday "Two ln the Dark
The
program
of
recitations
In

below the present bridge.
! al years.
visiting Mr and Mrs Hollis Pitcher. ern 8tar meeting Each office was , London and a friend from North
cluded a song by the school, recita with Walter Abel and Margot OraMatinee 8.30 P. M.
The first bridge over the Georges
The brooder house of E. Donald have returned to Milton. Mass.
1 filled by either matron or patron ■ Weymouth. Mass, were recent guests
tions by Edrie Young. Muriel Young iame; Thursday. “The Singing Kid," SPECIAL—S10 given away each
River was not built until seven years perry burned Sunday, with 200
from a visiting Chapter. Ice cream at S. (H Olson's.
a great music treat with Al Jolson
Saturday night in three prises
Mrs Esther Davis Is visiting her
Webb E. Barnes of Fort Meade. Herbert Simmons, Donna Farris.
later. At that time, however, there chickens.
and cake were served to a record at
This week the 3d prize is S10
and Saturday a truly remarkable
Mary
Farris,
Dorothy
and
Ruth
daughter. Mrs Verne Achorn in tendance.
Fla., has Joined his mother at the
was far less demand for roads than
Mrs. Harriet Wiley and Mrs. Laura
68-69
feature, "Professional 8oldler“ with
Hutchinson.
Edward
Leonard,
Don

Thomaston.
might be thought possible, as there [ Osborne were callers Monday afterMr. and Mrs. Wendell Smith and home of his aunt. (Mrs. Lucia God
U. O. Seiders Is painting Mr Liv son and Mr. and Mrs. Allan Evans dard. Mr Barnes recently returned ald Overlock, 'Raymond Young. Isa
were In town but two carts and one noon at Willow Brook
of Rosltndale. Mass , visited 8undav from a voyage with his father who is belle Heath, Raymond Young. Owen
double sleigh At that time also
Mrs A I Perry has been caring ingston’s house.
Mrs Annie Tibbetts of Gardiner is at the home of Albert Davis and captain of an old tanker sailing out Hutchinson, Ida Hutchinson, Philip
there was but one breaking-up plow for Mrs. E. Donald Perry and
Simmons, Ruth Young, Dorothy
family.
visiting
her son Herbert Tibbetts
of New York to Southern ports.
children the past week, her place
In town.
Walter Ripley and friend from
Dudley Rockwell of West Hartford. Simmons. Dorothy Bimmons anOeorge Robinson gave an excellent being taken by Mrs. Nellie DrinkMrs. Daniel Olroux and children of
Conn,
Is seriously 111 in a Connecti- I nounced.
Barre,
Vt„
and
Miss
Dorothy
Ripley
Waterville spent last weekend with
presentation of the class history.
water.
cut hospital, suffering from pneu- j Thosp who recelved diplomas from
of
Montpelier.
Vt.,
were
guests
last
her
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs
E.
R
Lucille Carter recited the beautiful
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bowen who
weekend of their parents, Mr. and monla and complications. Treat- ; SuPl- Prank D Rowe' and who took
poem. 'tMalne.”
motored here recently from Keene, Burns.
Mrs Fred Ripley.
ment has Included one blood trans- Part ln the P’8* were: Percy Merrl‘
Bertha McIntire admonished tlie N. H.. visited Mrs. Arvilla Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Kaler and
Mrs George Hallowell (i Miriam fusion and the draining of one lung. field, Frances Leonard, Pauline
seventh graders In the proper method | were: Mr and Mrs. Hyler. Mrs. Ella children of Rockland visited Sunday
Porter) of .Edgarstown. Martha's
Mr. and |Mrs. Eben Davis have Young, Ethel Hutchinson, Ernest
of toeing successful In their studies.
Eaton of Rockport. Mrs Helen John with tlie Palmer family.
Vineyard, visited relatives here Sun moved to 7 Pacific street, Rockland. Payson and Mary Young.
son of Appleton. Mr and Mrs. L. H.
Organ accompaniments were by
day.
Oertrude
Lamplnen
presented Perry and daughter of Owl's Head
Mrs, Sarah Seavey, Alonzo Seavey.
Mrs H B. Goodenough ts ill at the James Seavey and Richard Davis Mrs John Meservey.
each with a suitable gift and was In and Mrs. Clara Hall of Hope,
RAZORVILLE
home of her daughter, Mrs C. I have had their homes wired for
turn presented with a gift by her an old time friend, taking her'for a
Sleeper Mrs. Eben Elwell is engaged electricity.
sister. Helmi Lamplnen before the long automobile ride. Mrs Jackson
WALDOBORO
AU roads lead Bunday to West as nurse.
latter gave her essay on “The Upper was dinner guest of the Bowens in Washington where the Trinity Union
(Mrs. Fred Olson and infant daugh
Mrs. F. J. Baum and Mrs Nellie
St. Georges.* She said that little | Camden.
ter, Jean, have returned home from i Mrs Alice White, Mrs. Lura Wllttwill be held.
Wiggin 4-H Club leaders, held an
; low and Miss Jane Sanborn are pass
was known of the history of it as an j Recent callers at Willow Brook
the Lucette, Thomaston.
Isaac Meservey has bought the Interesting demonstration of boys'
ing a few days at their old home In
Indian village, Presumably It be
Mr. and Mrs. E. Donald Perry are j charles Howard property and will and girls’ club work Wednesday night
Plymouth. Charles Crowell acted as
longed to a tribe of Indians known receiving congratulations on the
VINALHAVEN
at the Orange hall.
move there at once.
,
chauffeur.
as Wawenocks, subjects of the chief birth. May 26. of a daughter. Patricia
A
profitable
meeting
of
the
Fa
r
:n
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitman at
Mrs Frances Quiner and Harry
Bashaba who lived near Pemaquid. Joyce.
At
Union
Church
Sunday
morn

tended worship Sunday at Somer Bureau was conducted recently at
Groves, who passed the winter in
In 1615 it was claimed In conquest by
Mrs. R. L. Coose of Searsmont,
the Orange hall, adjournment being ing. Rev. N. F. Atwood will deliver
Marblehead. Mass.
have opened
the Tarratlnes. and in many sections Mrs. Donald Smith of Belfast. Mr. ville Corner with iRev. Mr. ^Tetcher made to the home of Mrs William
the baccalaureate sermon to the "Butter Point Farm" for the season
have been found Indian relics. Wey and Mrs. Walter Bowden. Cons of Waterville.
! Clements where Miss Jessie M. Class of 1936, Vlnalhaven High
Earle 8pear and Miss Dorothy
Mrs. L. P. Jones passed a day j
mouth's voyage up from Monhegan tance Bowden and Pauline Bowden
Lawrence.
home
demonstration
Spear
have been visiting relatives
recently
with
Mrs.
Maud
Overlock.
School
and
undergraduates.
There
SKETCHIES are the quick answer to over-due
was described and the seizing of five of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
agent, gave an example of arrang
(and Just-due) correspondence . . . fetching, intimate,
Mr. MdMullen Is repairing the ing a "Restful Sleeping Room." will be special music by the choir, In Warren.
Indians during a trading party. The Perry and daughter, Berenice ol
little up-and-down folded letter sheets .
deckled on
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Sutar. James
Georges River formerly was called Owls Head and Adrian Littlefield of Farrar building at the mill, and with The next session will be June 11 with with Mrs Evelyn Hall, organist. At
one end. bordered on the other . . with Name. Mono
the Segochct but the oldest Penob Belfast visited Sunday at the home Mrs farrar, will make his home Mrs. Fred Allen and Mrs. Nellie Wa the evening service, the pastor will Sutar and Nancy Sutar of Auburn
gram or Address at the top They get your notes
were recent visitors in town.
scot Indian maintained that the of Mr. and Mrs. E. Donald Perry.
written In a jiffy . . . make "do-lt-nowers" of "put-ltthere at an early date.
terman in charge of dinner. "Book speak from Rev. 3:4 "Even ln Sardis."
Miss Marion Welt, who has been at
offers."
Indian name was the “Joiges” mean
Prof Fradds and family were at Reviews" will be the topic for study
Mrs. Helen Chapman returned home on vacation, has returned to
ing delightsome
Mr and Mrs. Benny Froten have
For June Only . . . Rytczc Sketchies . . .
their farm last weekend.
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
from
Rocxland Thursday and is at| Boston,
Rdby Btarrett gave the prophecy
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Howard of moved to Rockport where they re
Miss Mildred Waltz of Wollaston
very charmingly, every part of her
Mrs. Leslie McLaughlin. Mr. and Union were visitors Bunday in town. cently bought a house. George Rob the home of her brother E. A. Smaland a party of friends have been
Postage
100 INFORMALS
essay up to the times even to refer Mrs. Edward Burrows and Mr Blackerts of Rockland has purchased the ley.
Mrs Alberta Leigher who has been
DeValols Commandery K T. met staying at the Waltz summer home
ences to (Major Bowes and the gong. bum of Wilmington , Mass . were
Conary property formerly owned by
10c Extra
100 ENVELOPES
at Kaler's Corner.
Verna Robinson In her class will guests Memorial Day at E. O Borne- with her daughter for a year has re Mr. Frottn and Is having extensive last night.
turned
to
her
home
upon
which
she
Mrs.
Fannie
Burns
has
returned
to
Commencement
exercises
of
the
exhibited much wit.
Improvements made before occupying
man'a.
is making repairs. Mrs. Leigher is
class of 1936 will be held Thursday in Boston.
Virginia Starrett. In the valedic
it as a summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. Loris Little and
RYTEX SKETCHTFS come in White Vellum. Ivory
Mr and Mrs Eli Osier and Harry
Memorial hall and will be followed
tory, "Our Schools" gave a very conl- daughter and Mr. and Mrs Warren holding open house to friends.
or Orey Threadloom paper, with Blue, Brown. Green
Shuman of Auburn were recent visit
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cary and
by a grand ball.
or Orey borders Smart lettering styles to choose
prehenslve survey of the education Culbert and son of Groveland. Mass.,
CUSH1NG
from . . . Name. Monogram or Address on Informals
Rev. and Mrs. P. J. Clifford and ors at Stephen Osier's.
In Warren schools from the begin visited the holiday with Mr. and Mrs. daughter of Vassaltooro and Mrs.
printed ln Blue. Brown. Green or Grey ink.
Miss Elizabeth F. Oenthner Is guest
Edith Chatto visited Memorial Day
son Richard, formerly of this town
ning. when the town was first settled George T. Palmer.
N,
J.
Peck
of
Woodbridge,
Conn.,
of
her
sister
in
Somerville,
Mass.
are expected to arrive Wednesday to
up to the present time, listing studies,
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Jenkins and at the home of Mrs. Edith Overlock.
Buy RYTEX SKETCHIES at this
Mr. and Mrs. John Whittlesey and
Mr. and Mrs. piyde Tillson and William Andrew and grandson, attend commencement exercises.
special low price for yourself ... and
and teachers. At first the only books daughter Betty and Mr. and Mrs.
for gifts to others.
Edward T. White went Tuesday to Miss Priscilla Belden of Newton,
practically were the hymn book, Dunton and daughter Mrs. Helen two grandchildren of Belgrade Lakes James Peck, Jr., of Orange, Conn.,
primer and almanac. But even with Nelson of Boothbay Harbor were call were at the local cemetery last arrived Tuesday at Saints Refuge Lisbon Falls, where he has employ Mass, have been at "Driftwood
Samples ran be seen at This Office
Camp" Martin's Point, a few days.
ment.
but little teaching many became ers Sunday on Mrs. Gertrude Pink Saturday, later visiting relatives and for an indefinite stay.
Miss
Lizzie
Young
of
Pleasant
Several
fishing
parties
went
to
There will be dancing tonight at
returning home the Game day.
adept later. Many of the teachers ham.
Pearl Prescott and son were here Point has employment at the home the Blue Room with music by Jack Moasehead Lake for the holiday and
Visitors Memorial Day at Mr. and
were either Invalids or some one not
weekend. Among them were Mr and
Of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Olson.
Phillips and the Yankee Clippers.
employed at the moment. Listed was Mrs. Samuel Wlnchenbach's were last Saturday for a brief stay.
Mr. and Mrs. (Herbert E. Erskine
The Ladies of the O A R. partook Mrs. Clarence Woodbury and son
Leslie Savage and Harry Dins
Bartholomew Killeran, who was en Roscoe Wlnchenbach. daughter Helen
ROCKLAND, MAINE
tirely helpless then because of a' and granddaughter Dolores. Miss more are engaged In farming for of Union are camping in B. B . of supper last night preceding the Junior. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Benner.
Mr. and Mrs, Harold Clark, Herbert
Geyer's field while Mr. Erskine Is meeting.
paralytic shock, lie taught at the Gertrude Woodard of Jamaica Plain, Edith Overlock.
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EIGHTEEN DIPLOMAS READY

THOMASTON

APPLETON

Notices ot Appointment

Probate Notices

In Everybody’s Column f 7 ” " ’ " ” " " ?

Advertisements ln this column not to ’ Livid 1 AIlLI VvlUFIlz
Mr. and Mis. Fred Demuth, Jr.. I 1 '.
lhe'’Conn t^
Kii." °ln'the
sTtTE OF MAINE
n'eoed 'thre* Uat* Inserted once for 25 4
Program for Commencement Week
tJ^ute^^eroliTn”'.»n^ ’
° ?£& lin« fIve'centa'eaeh'for'one^lme
** *
In Thomaston Abounds in Scholas and children are moving to then new
NAVY blue leather bag. amber handle,
Ad^n^ratok^T^uX^ A‘ • P^ate Court held... Roekland. | 10 cents for three times. Six words
home, the former Harry Peas? House.
loat ln city, containing cosmetics, no
tic and Sorf.tl Functions
ffll.ns and Co-a “ o
the '» »'»d 'o' “, >• County
of Knox,
on the make
a
money
Reward Return to CourlerGuardians and con ,rtav ... a..u on in
h year of
f our Lord
19th day of May In the
Lord ■ _____
D. O. Wentworth was a caller on I ^hiroi^n^^d
Oqzette.
66*68
Thr. haooolanrafp sermon for the
,
.
,
.
v_
_
I
...........
JZZJ"
.
.
»
_
I
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
thtrtyThe ba.caiauraie sermon ior uu friends and acquaintances here reyvtLUAM s. pettee late of Rockf nd by adjournment from day to |
SMALL blue-gray pocketbook with 810
bill lost Friday on Main St Finder please
18 members Of this tear s graduating ,,,nt|v
, and. deceased Jerome C Burrows was dav from the l#th day of said May the
notify VIRGINIA EGAN. Tel. 77-W
,
.
u o.v.—, .. ,n I
' '
ippotnted Admr Fqh 18. 1936. and following matters having been presented
class
of
Thomaston
High
School
will
d
j^j
rs
Arthur
Fitzgerald
i
qualified
by
filing
bond
Feb
21.
1936
,
or
the
action
thereupon
hereinafter
_________________________________ 65-67
Main St.,
Thomaston
bp
u
GEORGE
L CATE.
Thomas- indicated It Is hereby Ordered:
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss of
oe given
given Sundav
ounouy at
at the
me Conereuavwu-icga ! and cluidren ",
of ...
Waldoboro
Were lon
deceased.
Guy V late
Cate of
of Medford.
That notice thereof be given to all
deposit book number 4241 and the
Reputable merchants give you
tional Church at 7 o’clock by Rev. I guests
. sunaay
q..nriBV n
f
\»r
and
Mrs
AshMass
was
appointed
Exr
April
21.
193«
persons
Interested,
by
causing
a
copy
owner
of said book asks for duplicate ln
CAPABLE girl wanted for general
oi Mr. anti airs, nsu and „„aiined
what you ask for
qualified mr
by «iin«
filing hand
bond Mav
May 2.
2. of this order to be published three weeks house work Long lob. good pay. CLEVE accordance with the Drovlalons of the
Hubert F. Leach, pastor of the ; ton Ripley
1936.
successively In The Courier-Gazette a LAND SLEEPER JR. Tel 418-W, 134 SUte Law SECURITY TRUST CO,
newspaper published at Rockland In Talbot avr . Rockland
67-69| Rockland. Maine. ENSION OTIS. Re
Federated Church.
Mrs Lizzie McCorrlsjn entertained , M^Mise^s^de'XZi ' M.rvC^wS- said
County that they may appear at a
ceiver.
62-8-66
Th? graduation exercises will be visitors from Hollis Center over the 1 er of said Mtlton. was appointed Exx Probate Court to be held at said Rock
PULP wood chopper? wanted. 82 75_ a
CU8HINO. Tel i
land
on
the
16th
day
of
June
A
D
cord
H
ROW
Feb
18.
19M.
without
bond
Robert
held in Watts hall Wednesday at 3 holiday s.hd SuiMi.V tl;»x» if ILi'llg Webster of Rockland, was appointed 1936. st eight o'clock in the forenoon, Thomaston 188-3
68*70
and be heard thereon If they see cause
' o'clock. The program will cor.’ain: Mr. and Mrs Charles Hunt and son Agent In Maine
FIRST
floor
furnished
apartment
or
EDWIN F BURKETT, late of Camden,
...
, . „
_ .
IVAN E CUNNINOHAM. lste of RockOfficial Merchant
house wanted at once. See SAM
Marcn, “Our Director." High School „
Henry. Mr. and Mrs. Lindley Brad- ]and dPfe., ,.a Anita H Cunningham deceased Will and Petition for Probate rmnll
SEZAK
Tel
182-WK
68*70
for
O.chestra; prayer. Rev. Hubert F bury and daughter Jacqueline. Other of Rockland, was appointed Aims thereof. asking that the same may be
ll*****<**<*******tl
proved and allowed and that Letters
INTERNATIONAL CUSTOM
May 5. 1935. without bond.
EXPERIENCED stitchers on pants
Leach: Salutatory, "Early Settle recent callers at the McCorrison
lasue to Ethel 8 Burkett wanted: steady work all year round
THIRTY-foot cruiser for sale; equipped
CLOTHES
LUCY C. FARNSWORTH, late of Testamentary
Camden, she being the Executrix Apply at KADISH BROS . 146 Middle with murine motor, prior 8250 Address
68’lt ments of Thomaston." Myron C. hove have been: Mrs. Julia Morse. Rockland, deceased Boston Safe De- of
street. Portland. Mr
67-69 Apt 1. 501 Main St . Rockland Tel
, posit and Trust Company of Boston was named In said Will, without bond
Jones; class will. Miss Anne Jacobs; Miss Adna Pitman. John Chaples and appointed Exr January 3. 1936. and
LOUISA E TURNER, late of 8t
325-W___________________________ 66*69
WOODSMEN wanted to peel pulpwood
Will and Codicil
qualified by filing bond Msy 15. I93« George deceased
USED stoves ol all kinds bought and
„ ,
.
chorus. "Forest Dance"; first oration, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Sarowl
thereto,
and
Petition
for
Probate
thereI
H
M
LAUIULLA.
Cushing.
_______
66*68
Charles L Hutchinson of Portland was
reld C E GROTTON, 138 Camden St..
President. Ix>uts A. Hanley; vice .
al Us .perlod of Qwyt. j
of. asking that the same may be proved
Mr
and
Mrs
D.
P
Dickens
and
appointed Agent In Maine
Tel
1214-M
61-tf
WOMAN
with
girl
12
wants
house
president. Miss Rita C. Smith; sec- j p8£
.. Hertert L LlbbeJ. I,
T
ru S. „
, rI
ALEX MERRILL late of Union, detlndH,e^bir2*‘d "■ftXn’ST’Sf keeper position with elderly
gentleman
elde
GOOD dark loam lor aaie. tor nuwvr
Mrs. Lee Dickens and two nieces of rPa.ed o„, Merrill and Andrea MerrUl 2Hr,J“urTurner, of p &
7W Ruckland
gardens and lawns Delivered Tel 23-W.
Wslthun. Mass., hr being the Executor ,
‘^XrXbertson.11^^
Del‘n0
Camden visited Sunday afternoon at I jT
' turned tn said Will, without bond
MIDDLE-AGED man wanted, good Wnj,IAM ANDERSON. West Meadow
er,
Jan"^MlIler. American Red Cross Richard Woodcock; vocal duet the home of Abner Grant
vtoi A T MAI L. late of Union dcANNIE F LOTHROP. late of Rock- I milker, who wants good home and Rood_____________ ________ 68-73
1*0 WER
lawn
mower.
Jacobsen
II xr.iios ar.,1 vtisc
ceased ” Herbert I» Orlnnell of Union , l»nd deceased. Will and Petition for small wages, permanent place. Work
Dr B H.
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OrXnlaw
and Co^
r:xl« to Place
of beginning;
11 5?5,nijcv
S
li Main
iSLi'n St. S"?
foreelo-ure of
of said
-.,ld mortgage
morUraue
I
'* Oreenlaw tol'
of Rock
Rockland.
Con- lot
.
.
.
m
bTUDLEY.
283
Tel.nV!«*
1154 V*
Or336
or33O
patronage.
foreclosure
prer
senator.
been visiting her parents,' Judge and WLBZ from 5 to 5 30 o clock and over ' the Hoboken School, under the direcftd-tf
Dated
thts
fifteenth
day
of
Mav
1936
deed
of
Orris
L
Beverage
to
this
mort

Willard Wall of Elmore has bough’
ESTATE
JAMES
FARNSWORTH
HOME OWNERS LOAN
gagor. dated July
1913. recorded ...
In
, . . „ .,
. _
. „ . .
.
- —, 15.
— —
MODERN house. 7 rooms, 239 BroadMrs. James A. Pulsifer, in Auburn, WCSH from 6 until 6 30.
tion of their teacher, last night at
CORPORATION
A; , . .. n<i' d*0**’™- Petition for book 184, page 369. Knox Registry of way. two garages. Available at once.
a new car through Barter's Garage
meantime, returned home Tuesday.
Administrationid’b n c t a . wklng that
• Apply U W BENNER or O B BUTLKR
By Edgar F. Corliss.
Mr. Rogers has the endorsement the school room. Thc stage setting
E. H. Barter attended the Red Ro\
Also another lot altuated at Mid North Rockland.
66-68
Its Attorney Boaton owe Depoalt and Trait ComMrs. Charles Winchenbach and Dr. , oj tbe Rational Union for Social was elaborately arranged and the
i
pany
of
Be
.crx.
*«.^
m appointed
.
or
some
other
Haven
described
an
followHrslnnlnff
1 ._
1 ran°Rtn■ mSs'
68-S-74
suitable
person
be
Admr
"
the
southwesterly
corner
o?
"2nd
of
Yankee game at Fenway Park Thc
Benjamin H. Keller gave a surprise justice. He is a man of high ideals, attractive costumes and cute man
Id bn. eta. with bond
th|, mortgagor and land of Jamer N I
J^U
PHIL 6ULIDES -Jel
ex-lcaguer says both clubs look like
supper party recently at the form- a veteran of the World War. an at- nerisms of the little tots contributed pennant winners.
ESTATE SYRENA W ULMER late ofl Borage; thence westerly *>T land of *”•**' clty____________________ _B6-tr
i
St
George,
deceased
Petition
for;
said
Beverage,
about
one
hundred
nutI
EIOHT-room
house
with
garage to let
er's home for Mr. Winchenbach to torney by profession and a man who toward a successful affair.
Administration, asking that Leland A. teen feet to a stake and stones; flu nee ! at 355 Broadway. D. G CUMMINGS.
I
Ulmer
of
Randolph,
or
some
other
suitnorth,
one
degree
ea«t.
by
land
of
Orris
Tel
963-W
66-68
celebrate his birthday anniversary. is in politics because he believes in
Thc Baptist Sewing Circle gave a
able person, be appointed Admr. with- L. Beverage one hundred fifty-seven
UNION
Ouests were: Commissioner Rodney government by the people under a surprise birthday party Wednesday!
; out bond
fret to a stoke and stones; thence south.
WALTER L UIJUER late of St ! etghty-nlne degrees east by land of said
E. Feyler, Dr. Allyne W. Peabody, Constitution instead of by a dictator. night to Mrs. Nina Carroll at her
Funeral services for Lizzie M Luce
FIVE-room tenement to let. all
Oeorge. deceased. Will and Petition i Orris L. Beverage, one hundred nlne__
-r, Uen ,frt
______ corner
_____ —
Arthur E. MacDonald, Stanley R.
All thinking people are urged to home on Commercial street. Those Wcre held from her late home at
(or __
Probate
thereof, asking.. that the
the«»»»northwesterly
of furnished, all modern, hot water heat.
.
one • lh*n**
sa'me“m»y *he
proved ond‘“allow‘ed 2nd lot of (hlu
thl’ rss/.ef
mortgagor;
thence’south. ___
one Bent rea*cnable. FLOYD SHAW. 47 No.
Cushing, J. Murray Miller Adelbert listen in on these programs. Tlie present were: Mrs. Mlnetta Paul. Norti, Union Friday. Rev. L. E Wat65-tf
' that Letters of Administration with thc degree west by line of said lot. one Main street.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
1 wilt annexed be Issued to Inland A hundred HTty-aeven feet, to place of I THREE furnished rooms to let for
Benner and William Armstrong.
subjects are of vital Interest.
Mrs. Maude Walker, Mr:;. Josephine son 0{ Appleton officiated. The
] Ulmer of Randolph, or some other ault- beginning. Being the premises described light house-keeping with private bath.
Mrs. Amos S. Mills and son, Amos,
tn deed of Orris L. Beverage to William Apply 65 North Main St
John Guistin
, able person, without bond.
Wall. Mrs. Ella Overlock. Mrs. Minnie hearers were Arial Llnscott. Frame
63-tf
Howe, dated Auguat 30. 1918. recorded
I ESTATE ALICE R LERMOND. late c* H
returned home from Boston yester
Se. Local Union for Social Justice paui Mrs. Clara Lane. Mrs. Marie Hatch. Linwood Mitchell. Chestc:
APARTMENT to let completely re
book 181, page 207, Knox Registry of
Thomaston. deceased.
Petition for ln
decorated with bath, heater, garage and
day after a few days' visit.
------------------------------------------------- ! Bisbee, Mrs. Christine Whitney, Mrs. Hannan. Interment in Skidmore
License to Sell certain Real Estate, Deeds.
Also another lot at said North Haven, garden apace. 12 Knox St, Tel. 156-W.
altuated In Tliomaston. and fully dea- described
59-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn,
as
foUows:
Beginning
at
ani
Marlcn Richards and Mr: Rena Car- cemetery, North Union
; crlbcd In said Petition presented by Iron bolt In a large rock at the eastern 1
SEVEN room house to let modern Im
I Bowdoln A Lermond and Ruth L Perry. shore
accompanied by their sister, Miss
roll. Mrs Carroll was presented
on
Penobscot
Bay;
thence
running
provements 816 a month. V. P. STUDLEY.
Admra.
north seventy-six one-half degrees
Harriet Dunn, motored Thursday to
with a gift and refreshments were jg at tbe bome 0[
True Spear for
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. west, two hundred two one-htlf feet Tel, 330 __________________________56-tf
HOUSE to let. modern, centrally lo
Enquire. Judge of Probate Court for to a stake and atones; by land of thia
Portland to meet their daughter.
served.
| the summer.
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
mortgagor; thence easterly by line of cated; also 3-room furnished apartment,
Miss Eloise Dunn, who has just com
Attest:
same two hundred two one-half feet to heated; 4-room apartment on Camden
The Sunday morning service of
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will hold
MRSFROST.
Tel 318-W 53-tf
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register
the shore; thence southerly as said street--------pleted her first year's work at Beaver
worship at the Baptist Church will an all-day session Wcdnedsay at the
65-8-71 shore runs, three rods to the place of
TWO apartments to let tt corner of
Colleg?, Philadelphia. They went
beginning; Including s right of way and Union and Orove Sta. MRS. LEOLA
be omitted tliis week owing to the vestry.
the privilege of taking water from a ROSE. 100 Union St.
53-tf
yesterday to Vassalboro where they
union baccalaureate service at th?
Tlie annual Community Vacation
certain spring aa described In deed of
James N Beverage to this mortgagor,
attended commencement exercises
Methodist Church. The other serv- School will be held this year at the1
as
dated September 4. 1913, recorded ln K _ _
at Oakgrove Seminary returning
Knox Registry, book 164 page 371.
♦
_______
¥
ices will be held as usual: Church Methodist Church and will be con
And
whereas
said
Mortgage
was
as

home today.
♦
school at 10 a. m and evening service ducted by Miss Sherman, an ardent
signed by the said North National Bank
9
Mrs. Ronald Messer entertained at
LADIES -Reliable hai- roods at Rock to the Rockland National Bank, a
at 7.30 with a stercopticon lecture worker of the Methodist Conference.
at
land Hair Store. 24 Eln. St Mall orden National banking corporation located at
bridge Tuesday afternoon at her
aald Rockland, by written assignment
and Illustrated hymn. Tlie service Tlie sessions which will begin June 15
solicited H. C. RHODE* T«l 519-J
SIX-room house Ior sale, bargain If
53-tf dated July U8. 1931. and recorded In sold Immediately; lights, flush closet
home at Oyster River. Two tables of
will be conducted by Miss Feme are open to all children in the town
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book Inquire 14 Washington street before 5
NOTICE to whom It I v < nocern : this 173, Page 463: and whereas, the condi p. m MRS SIDNEY A FARRINGTON.
auction were ln play and prizes
Whitney, assisted by the young two- and thc program as arranged
ls to certify that I will p-y no bills tion of said Mortgage has been broken, ______________________________ 66*68
awarded Mrs. Warren O. Feyler and
pie; prayer meeting Thursday night. promises to be interesting and in
after this date unlc
ce itiacted by now therefore, by reason of the breach
SEA shore property for sale at North
myself O E RHODES. 6R . Box 145. of the condition thereof. I Edward C.
Mrs. Alexander Donaldson, of this
Max Andrews, son of Rev. and Mrs 1 structivc. It is hojted that all narRockport. Me . June 1. 1936 .
66*68 Payson, ln my capacity as Receiver of Brooklln. Mr, good location for over
the said Rockland National Bank, and night cabins, located on Blue Hill bay.
town, and guest prize to Mrs. George
Z Andrews, is confined to his home ents of school-age children will cnALL persons are forbidden to trespass hereto duty authorized, hereby claim a D H BURNS. Olen Cove.
66*68
AND UP
N. Phillips (Helen Killeran). Other
or pick berries on my farm ln South foreclosure of raid Mortgage
by ll’.r.ess.
i deavor to have them enrolled in
IN Waldoboro house of seven room.?
Thomaston E RUSSELL
66*68
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this fourth and barn on Main street In highly
guests were: Mrs. Harold Marshall,
Y’our Old Range Taken in
Funeral services for Mrs. Ellie A this school.
day of (June. 1936
desirable location. This proprety has
PARK Sea Grill to let. completely
Exchange
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
Mrs. Lawrence Leach and Miss
Lermond were held from the home.1 Mrs Eliza Jones, who has been
been prided for a quick sale at only
furnished, 810 a week. V. F. STUDLEY.
Receiver of The Rockland National 81000. For further details call ALFHED
Tel.
1154
or
283
Main
street.
61-tf
Atlantic
Ranges
are
available
in
Maerice Blacklngton, of Rockland,
Spear street Friday. Rev. Zebedee , with her daughter Mrs. Minnie Weed
Bank.
68-6-74 STORER, Waldoboro, 71.
68-70
Blark and All Enamel Finishes
and Miss Ruth Killeran. of this town.
CAMBRIDOE TAILORINO CO. cus
Andrews officiating. Bearers were j is at the home of her othpr daughSTOCK and Poultry Farm for sale.
tom made suits, overcoats 818 to 850
chance for 6.000; blueberries. On black
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
The last meeting for the season of
Fred Achorn. Everett Merrill. Jesse ' ter, Mrs. Addle Russ, for a visit.
Will call at your home or office. 400
road. 4'a miles from Rockland. OEORGE
samples to select from. A perfect fit
DECIDE NOH’
the Parent-Teacher Asso iation was
Wentworth. Charles Lane. IntelThe Copper Club was entertained
L. SIDES. Rockville
_________ 66*68
guaranteed Tel. 435-J. H. P. FOWLIE
MODERN *even room house and
Thursday at Mrs Enos E. Ingraham's
2 Orange St. Rockland
51*53-tf
Tn start ynur children's
held Thursday r.ight in the High
ment in East Union.
garage. Lot 63x80 feet. Excellent loca
Miss Nathalie Jones, a graduate of camp at Norton’s Pond.
Study nf Music
School auditorium. The attendance
LAWN mowers aharpened-called for
tion. at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
forlnformatlon
;_______
47*tf
and
delivered.
Prompt
service.
CRIE
Funeral services for Mattie, widow
the Ballard Business School, is em
banner was awarded the fifth grade.
EDNJ GREGORY
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791 Rockland
AT Public landing, for sale or to letl
TEL.
989
53-tf
ployed at the Knox County Trust Co of Fred Buzzell. who died Wednesday I
Rev. Hubert F. iLeach, of the
about acre of wharfage and space and
Teacher of Pianoforte
, at Bangor will be held 3unday at 2 313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
POULTRY wanted I. POUST. 131 12 Center St Tel. 169-M Rockland Including former Curtiss Wright build
in Rockland.
nominating committee, presented
ing
kud railway, I. L. SNOW CO . Agents.
47-tf Limerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-w
David Aiken of New Orleans, La ,'o'clock from her home at Simonton.
these officers who were duly elected:
67-81-U
> _
_.
53-«

Edgar A. Ames, who recently was
appointed district deputy grand mas- ;
ter, of the 9th District, presented by
request of Henry Gillis of Portland,
grand master of the State the medals 1
to the 50-year Masons at a meeting j
of King Solomon's Lodge, F.A.M. I
Friday in Waldoboro.
Fred Crockett Erown, of Harrison,
N. Y„ formerly of this town, who !
recently underwent an appendicitis,
operation at the New England i
Baptist Hospital in Boston, is re- I
cuperating at the home of Mrs.
Brown's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Jones. Faneuil, Mass.,
Woodrow Wilson, who has been
enjoying two weeks' vacation with ,
his mother, Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson,
and sister. Miss Harriet Wilson, went
Thursday to New York city where he !
rejoined the M. S. Californian.
Services at the Baptist Church j
Sunday will be: Bible School at 9:45.!

A. JOHNSON
MERCHANT
TAILOR

;
WANTED . j
ii«*»««**«w.***«*ti

Suits Made To Order
$24 up to $45

;

FOR SALE

•

T

•

TO LET

;

REAL ESTATE

Atlantic
RANGES

♦ MISCELLANEOUS ‘

549.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

;
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Every-Other-Day

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

OCl ETY
Mrs. Evelyn McKusick went Wed
nesday to attend graduation exercises
at Stoney Brook School, Long Island.
N. Y. Her son Maurice, member of
the school, will return Sunday with
her, for the summer vacation.

Mr and Mrs. Walter H. Spear re
turn today from a fishing trip to
Cape ns.

Major Talbot Aldrich of Boston
and Tenant's Harbor was ln the city
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Philbrook and
yesterday, and today calling upon hls
three children of Whitinsville, Mass.
many Main street friends and giving
were holiday guests of Mrs. Phila careful once-over to matters with
brook’s mother, Mrs. Flora Butman.
reference to the opening of The
Crags later this present month.
John Moore who is a patient at
Knox
Hospital ls showing encourag
Mrs. David N. Mortland was hostess
on Wednesday to luncheon guests that ing gain.

HOMELY PATTERNS
AND HOW!
See them—They are homely but they are splendid
quality
80 Square Percales—Regular 19c values!

per yard
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.|
NOTABLE AFTERNOON I

CAMDEN

Mrs. Thurston and Mrs. Karl Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson
Guests Of D. A. R. Chap and Mr. and Mrs. Frank (H. Wilbur

Right Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE

••• Bob Ripley, Ozzie Nelson and
Harriet Hilliard will take a vacation
this summer, and for three montlis,
beginning July 5,
Husbands and
Wives,” a novel
broadcast feature,
will be heard on I
the Ripley air
time. “Husbands |
and Wives" brings
actual members ot
the radio audience
to the microphone
for human inter
est Interviews on
domestic prob- ,
A
lems. The pro- Allie Low MUes
gram will be con
ducted by Sedley Brown and Allie
•••The procession of radio shows Low Miles.
moving to Hollywood continues. Ef
fective June . the CBS Radio Thea
••• Igor Gorin, eminently a legiti
tre joins the parade—the program mate singer with an extensive opera
which, for two years’ running, has and concert background, plans to do
been voted the No. 1 dramatic offer more novelty, comedy and dialect
ing on the air by the nation's radio songs on future "Hollywood Hotel"
editors. Most of thc Radio Theatre programs. His recent experiment
stars come from Hollywood, so the with a dialect song, "Joost Lika
move will simplify traveling prob Carus',’’ brought the baritone ex
lems. Producers, however, plan to cessive fan mail with favorable com
continue presenting ace Broadway ments.
players under the new setup, from
time to time, and they’ll Journey to
••• The harmony for which The
the coast for the engagement.
King's Men are famous is by no
•••Sigmund Romberg somehow means confined to their radio work.
quartet has worked together
has found time between rehearsals The
for six years and have
and broadcasts to write the score of harmoniously
had a serious dispute—cither
a new operetta. It is called “For never
or out of the studios. Their only
bidden Melody,” and the book is by in
disagreement was a mild one re
Otto Harbach. The play will be pro lating
to a minor technical problem
duced this fall on Broadway, where
Romberg's “May Wine” had a suc relating to their music.
cessful run last season.
••• Richard Gordon, creator of the
••• Edgar Guest, the household radio “Sherlock Holmes" heard over
poet, ls celebrating the mythical WOR-WGN-WLW and other Mu
centennial of "Welcome Valley," the tual network out
little town from lets every Satur
which his Tuesday day night, played
night NBC blue that part a num
network program ber of years be
gets its name. As fore he saw the
part of the cele famous William
bration, each Gillette play the
Tuesday, Guest role. Gillette
salutes a different played "Sherlock"
city and ln addi off and on during
tion to that, is his 30 years on
giving the leading the stage and
radio act from Gordon has play
\
that city an op ed it for almost 10 Richard Gordon
X;.
portunity to be years. It would
Edgar Guest
heard by a net- seem that because of its great popu
work audience. He believes that de larity, "Sherlock Holmes" ls a life
serving professionals deserve an op time role for the actor best able to
portunity and ls thus offering them portray it.
a chance at national fame.
•••That "Jamboree” program on
•••Bob Burns tells a tale of hls WEAF Friday nights, starring Tom
experience as a house-to-house Howard and George Shelton, the
salesman. A woman came to the comics, is the first weekly comedy
door at one house with a crying baby serial with a continued story, the
ln her arms. The baby made so first show to use a "swing" band
much noise that Bob couldn't even composed of Individual stars and the
get started with hls sales talk, first to try to make comedy appeal
Finally, the woman took his part. to youngsters and adults alike.
“Stop cryin',’’ she told the youngster
sharply. "Stop cryin' or ole bum’ll
••• Bob Hope, radio's youngest
get yuh." Then she turned, "Won't comedian, ls now being starred on
yuh, ole bum?” Incidentally that's hls own program which has been
where Bob gets a lot of those stories shifted to Thursday night over CBS.
he tells In the Thursday night Music He started out supporting Frank
Hall broadcasts—out of his own ex Parker, the tenor, who is no longer
perience.
an the program.

Peggy Gardiner, who sings duets
with Jack Stanton in Smith Ballew’s
Saturday night variety show, made
an ironclad rule
when she first got
into radio work.
The rule was to
answer every fan
letter she received
herself. The num
ber of letters she
gets has been
steadily growing
for months and
has now reached
a point where she
can’t answer them
Peggy Gardiner all herself, so her
sister helps her.

14 LIMEROCK ST.

AM. LEGION BLDG.

LADIES’ COATS
Whites Not Included

BEAUTIFULLY CLEANSED

go to Vassalboro today to attend the
ter In Bath
graduating exercises at Oak Grove
Steminary. They will Be accompanied
Mrs. Leforest Thurston and Mrs.
home by Miss Virginia Jamieson,
Donald Karl were guests of honor
of the graduating class.
Tuesday afternoon at the closing
Mrs. Chauncey Keep has arrived
meeting of the Col. Dummer Sewall
from Chicago to spend the summer
Chapter, D A R., in Bath. A delicious
at Timberclyffe on the Belfast road.
included friends of long standing—
luncheon was served at the at.ti active
Mr. and Mrs. Schuyler Day, mem
Mr. and Mrs. L. E Crapser home of Mrs. Fred Carey, East
Mrs. Nathan Farwell, Miss Marcia
bers of the summer colony, leave
of
Medford,
Mass.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Farwell, Mrs. E. D. Spear, Miss Hattie
Brunswick. Pemaquid Chapter was
today fQr a short stay in Plymouth,
Bird, Miss Alice Erskine—with an aft S S. Halsey of Baston have returned also represented.
Table bouquets
N. H. Mr. Day will go to New York
home
after
being
guests
of
Mr.
and
and place cards bearing tire Stars
ernoon happily spent ln a mood of
for a brief stop, Mrs. Day returning
Mrs.
Levi
Berry
at
their
farm
in
reminiscence.
and Stripes lent color to thc numer
Union.
ous tables. Quotations by famous here.
Mrs. Georgia Hobbs has returned
Mr. and Mrs. L F. Young of Port
people concerning the Flag were read
land were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs John' H. McLoon left Friday by all present. Miss Margaret Foote from a visit ln Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. J. F. Cooper, Limerock street. to attend the tenth class reunion of conducted a drill on displaying the | Misses Anne Alden and Emma
Mr. Young returned Monday, Mrs. Bradford Academy.
Flag and Mrs. Karl was awarded thc Alden have arrived from Boston and
Young remaining for a longer visit.
lovely corsage bouquet for correct opened their home on Harbor Hill.
Under the chairmanship of Mrs.
Alton French is suffering witli a
ness in answers. Mrs. Carey, in her
Rose Malburg, daughter of Mrs Nellie Achom there were seven tables
usual charming manner, sang several dislocated shoulder, the result of a
Olive Malburg, who underwent an at the Wednesday card party given
selections including, "Our Ood, Our fall down stairs.
appendicitis operation recently at by Anderson Camp Auxiliary. HonKeith Norton Is critically 111 with
Country and Our Flag." Mrs. Ring,
Knox Hospital, relumed home today, ors went to Mrs. Mae Reed. Mrs
regent of the hostess chapter acted double pneumonia at hls home on
$ Willis Anderson, Mrs. Robbins, Miss
as accompanist. Samples of hand Mountain street.
Eliza Whitney, Miss Margaret BowGeorge Mutch is in the Veteran’s
work done by the children of the
SUMMER visitors
ler, Mrs. John Dolan, Mrs. John
Berry School of Georgia which is a Hospital at Togus for observation.
Thompson and consolation to Mrs.
Mrs. Victor Richards and two
Occasionally one hears the re
protege of the D A R„ were displayed
John Moore A 6 o'clock supper fol
mark : "I did not see anything in
children of Brunswick are visiting
and
offered
for
sale.
The Courier-Gazette about my
lowed and at the evening meeting
During the meeting the newly relatives in town.
guests.” A little reflection will
the work was done by the past presi
Dr. Louis Hart underwent a major
elected officers were installed. Tw i
show the impossibility of ob
dents. Next week's party will be
taining the names of all summer
exceptionally interesting papers were operation at Knox Hospital this
omitted due to the convention of the
visitors who come to Rockland
presented.
‘'Genealogy," by Mrs.: week.
STORES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES IN MAINE
in July and August. The paper
Department Encampment to be held
Mrs. Lettie Staples and Mrs. Sadie
Tubbs
was
written
in a very humor
desires to note such arrivals (the
in this city.
guests themselves look for it),
ous way. She confessed that “Fam Heald have returned from Boston
and to this end asks its readers
where they spent the winter.
Mr. and Mrs Clarence F. Joy and ily Trees" was her hobby and a hobbv
to send in such items, either di
Mrs. Winnifred Bickford and
being something lhat one could ride.
Miss
Maizle
Joy
go
Monday
to
at

rectly to the office, or to the
granddaughter
Mona of Oakland are
The
other
paper
was
by
Mrs.
Webber
>'444444444444444444444444444444+444444444444444444'2
society reporter, Mrs. Leola
tend graduation exercises at Nasson
guests of relatives in town.
Noyes, whose telephone num
whose
paper
was
of
much
historical
Callege in Springvale, Miss Viola,
ber is 873-R. Social events as
Mrs. George MUtcli is ln Knox
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joy, being interest concerning old burying
well as arrivals and departures
Hospital for a tonsil operation.
grounds.
a member of the senior class.
are desired.
Amity Lodge, FAM., met last
At the close of the meeting Mrs
Mrs. John Chisholm entertained ' Carey, from the lovely winding stair - night.
Mr. and Mrs. R E. Eaton have re Tuesday Bridge Club at her home on case gave a display of old quilts with
The annual meeting of the High
turned from two weeks' visit in N. Y. Orove street.
I exquisite handwork, their ages rang School Alumni Association will be
On the homeward journey they were
ing up to one hundred and fifty be held at the Congregational Parish
! guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Mrs. Alice Fernald is on a two years and all in perfect condition. | house at 6:30 o’clock. A turkey
Shaw of Bridgeport, Conn.'
weeks' vacation from the commercial Among them were an eight pointed dinner will be served with Mrs. John
department of the local telephone star design quilted in leaf pattern, Wadsworth catering.
Mrs. E. F. Glover gave a coffee office, Mrs Doris Spear subetitutlng tlie rising sun pattern in all the
During the heavy thunder shower
bridge for 16 Friday afternoon at during her absence.
glorious shades that such a sun can Wednesday night a cow owned by
her home on Claremont street.
offer, other star patterns, blocks, Willis Pitcher was struck and
Nancy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs circles, diamonds, angles, pilot wheels Instantly killed by lightning and a
Mrs. Helen Gregory perry has been Donald Leach, was hostess to several
NORTH HAVEN
and the Lincoln Drape pattern which dog belonging to Willis Monro- Vas
ln Portland caring for Robert Greg young friends Monday in honor of ] was mOst effective with its red tulips
also killed. Shingles were ripped
ory who recently underwent a mas her birthday. Favors and balloons jn green flower pots and a drapery
STARTING JUNE 8
from several buildings and one radio
A crew of men were summoned
toid operation.
were given the small guests and thi iaround the border done in green and was put out of commission.
Tuesday to extinguish a brush fire (
THE BROADWAY LAUGH HIT
refreshments included a birthday | caught with red bowknots. also a
Sunday and Monday at the Coml at Mullins Head.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S. Young
How long does an automobile last
cake. Nancy was remembered with marvelous counterpane which boast- que Theater the attraction will be
arrived
heme
yesterday
from
In thia section of America?
Principal and Mrs. Bragdon had
many nice gifts. Those attending ecj a summer and winter side.
“Robin Hood of El Dorado.” featur- as guests last weekend Mrs. BragPetroleum engineers, delving Into
Sarasota, Fla., where Mr. Young was
were: Janet Stone, Sandra Perry.
Later a social hour was enjoyed 1 ing Warner Baxter; Tuesday, "Absostatistics on motor car perform
employed in a real estate office dur
don's parents and sister from
♦
Caroline Senter, Carol Kent, Sally when guests strolled through the ]ute Quiet,” also Oet-Rich-Nlte, $60
ance, flnd that the average length
♦
ing the winter and spring.
Thomaston.
I
of service of motor cars owned by
Cameron, Olenn Ann Doyle, Bruce gardens nnd through the lovely home given away; Wednesday and ThursBy Dorrance Davis
residents of New York. New Eng
Miss Marie Buzzell has resumed
Ronald Wade of Dorchester, Mass, Stratton, Billy McLoon. Robert wmch is one hundred and ninety day, Freddie Bartholomew in "Little
*
land and New Jersey, average about
with
her
school
work.
Annis,
David
Scarlott,
Jackie
Elliott,
years
old
and
has
sheltered
four
genL
Ort
j
Fauntleroy.
”
4
has been visiting his former home
eight and one-quarter years' ser
4
Keith Daniels, Bradford Sleeper and eratlons of Careys. It is a charming
Miss
Barbara
Dwinal,
a
student
at
MARY
ROGERS
DON
DILLAWAY
i
The
baccalaureate
service
for
th?
vice.
here this week.
4
Earl Gowell.
: place with its many nooks and cor the Sullins College at Bristol, Va., Hi«h iSchool graduating class will be
This was stated here today by
4
JESSAMINE NEWCCMBE
ners, its latticed porch and clinging arrives this week to spend the sum- held Sunday at 11 o’clock. Sunday George A. Perryman, General Man
Dr. L. V/. Hart of Camden, a
4
Mrs. Helen Carlson who is on a . vlncs ftnd spacious grecn lawns i mer vacation wlth her parents Judge
patient at Knox (Hospital is reported
t
School meets at 10; the attendance ager of the Eastern Division of the
buying
trip
for
the
What-Not
Shop
hemmed
in
by
a
picket
fence.
The
and
Mfs
Zclma
Dwlnal
Unlon
street
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
as resting comfortably this morning.
last Sunday was 79. Evening service
4
“It is estimated that approximate
will be thc guest of her son in Port- , rooms have been somewhat remod4
Joel Keyes Orant Circle, Ladles will be at 730.
ly
414,000
cars
per
year
were
land.
eled
and
modernized
yet
still
mainMrs. Ethel Richards was hostess to
of the G AB., assembled last night.
Foy W. Brown Is on a business scrapped in New York, New Eng
| tain the distinct air of a typical
T and E Club Wednesday aiternoor.
The 4-H Club meets today at
land and Northern Ntw Jersey from
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills ls making a
trip to Blue Hill.
colonial homestead. Rich furnish Megunticook Orange hall.
1930 to 1934,” Perryman stated.
week’s visit with her son ln Warren
Mrs. Edward Barnard leaves Sun
ings were mute testimony of the skill
Mrs. Lillian Hopkins has return ’’This scrapping process is continu
Dr. A. F. Green and Frank A. Mor
ing at the rate of approximately
day for Orono where she will attend
Herbert M. Lord of Bowdoin Col nnd excellent taste handed down to row are on a fishing trip at Moose* ed ifrom a visit with her son. Gerald
commencement exercises at Univei- lege was guest last week of his grand posterity. It was an ideal setting for head Lake.
In Boston, her daughter. Mrs. Reed 477,000 cars per year.
"In surveys made prior to the
the Daughters' gathering, a red-let
sity of Maine as guest of Miss Al parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper.
Word has been received here of in Stafford Springs and her son, introduction of new Mobilgas to this
ter day in their social activities and the death in Lawrence, Mass., of Bryant, In ,Waterville.
freda Tanner, at Colven hall.
territory, we learned that gasoline ?44444444444444444444444-:-444-:-444444444444444444444%'’
Edward Ladd left Thursday foi Mrs. Carey proved a most gracious Mrs. Jennie '(Hill) Bobbins. The
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Crockett have' consumption decreases with the age
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Vermllye New York where he will be the guzst hostess.
deceased was the daughter of the been visiting their daughter, Mrs. I of the car. For-instance, our Infor
of Plainsville, N. J., have been guests of his brother, Clifford.
mation shows that gasoline con
late George Hill of M'elrcse, Mass., Arthur E. Emerson in Augusta. Mr.1
sumption decreases from 780 gallons
for the week of Mr. and Mrs. William
one of the first summer residents a I Crockett returned home Tuesday but I per year for anew car, to 583 gallons
WEST ROCKPORT
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
At the Relief Corps meeting this
T. White, Lake avenue.
Miss Hazel Parker, accompanied Lake Megunticook and during her Mrs. Crockett remained for a longer | for the third year of operation, and
week the degree was conferred on by Mrs. Geneva Collamore and
early childhood and until the time visit.
further decreases to 180 gallons for
Wendell Hodgkins and daughter Mary Alice Oregory, with remark.;
Gladys Parker motored Monday to of her death, her summers were
the seventh year. Translated Into
Ruth, of Winthrop. Mass, were by Mrs. Elvie Curtis and Captain
The beautiful flowers at the
mileage, these figures mean an aver
Marblehead. Mass., and on their re spent at the Lake. She leaves her
J They're In the
recent guests of relatives.
Huntley. Plans were made for a turn trip Tuesday were joined by
church service Sunday were fur age of 11,500 miles of operation the
husband. Dr. C. Guy Robbins; one
dinner to be held at G A R. hall next Miss Grace Parker who will visit her
nished and arranged by Mrs. Irving flrst year, 7,500 the third year and
Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster have Wednesday during convention week parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Parker, son, tRev. Douglas Robbins of Lowell, Simpson. The assortment included 2,500 miles the seventh year.”
Army now yt
According to the survey, at the
returned from their Boston visit and from 11 to 1. Mrs. Bessie Church and attend the commencement exer Mass.; and two sisters, Mrs. Irving narcissi, tulips, and lilies of the
end of 1938 there will be nearly
with their young daughter Louise have will be chairman, with Mrs. Lizzie cises of her niece, Miss Dorothy Nutt Johnson and Mrs. Wallace Bryant of valley.
rin a song* show
2,000,000 pew cars registered In
Melrose,
Mass
Mrs.
iRobblns
had
a
gone to Newcastle, where they will be Smith In charge of the dining room. at the U. of M., also the graduation
Now York, New England and North
host
of
friends
here
who
extend
for the summer.
ern New Jersey, foir years old or
fl that's a wow!
of another niece. Miss Roberta Nutt, sympathy to the bereaved relatives.
Memorial Day was fittingly ob less. These cars represent 44 per
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cookson and from Rockport High School.
Mrs. Howard G. Philbrook of Bos children Helen and Robert of Newton
served on this Island where at 10 cent of the . jmplcte registration of
Mr. and Mrs. J F. Heal will cele
Wernlr Bros, Praienf JOE E.
Mrs Rcuel Robinson who passed o'clock pchool children headed by
the area.
ton, with her son Douglass, made an Center have been guests of Mr. and brate their golden wedding Friday by
thc
winter
in
Pasadena,
Calif.,
and
color
bearer
Sherman
Cooper
and
overnight stop Thursday with her Mrs. James Doherty.
keeping open house afternoon and Portland, has resumed residence at
parents, the W. O. Fullers, at her for
the North Haven band marched to
evening This village has thc honor, her ppar, strpet home
For Air Mail correspondence you
mer Beech street home; enroute to Rhama Phllbrick and family mo of having two 50 wedding annlverthe landing. After singing “America,”
?
IdIhot Famous Musical Stage Hit
1
will want a box of Rytex Feather
Orono to attend the graduation of her tored Tuesday to Portland where a saries this month, as Mr. and Mrs.
the children and thc band marched
School, church and group picnics onto the large barge, (Arthur Hopkins printed Stationery. This ls an extra
daughter Elizabeth, a member of this family party was given in honor of Henry Lamson celebrate theirs later.
are invited to come to beautiful Oak In charge. Circling about /on the light sheet of paper printed with
the 16tn birthday of Miss Madeline
year's class, University of Maine.
Mrs M A. Fogler entertained the
your name ann address to match the
land Park free! Store open, has
Phllbrick.
With a Regiment of Roar Recruits!
Mission Circle Thursday afternoon j everything — weenies, ice cream, Thoroughfare the students threw colored printed lining in the enve
Richard Anderson returned yester
their flowers on the water ln memory
Mr. and l^rs. Robert Nutt an
Miss Lucille Rankin. William
1 marshmallows. Pure spring water. of the sailors who served their coun lope. The price is only $1.50 a box
day from Criehaven.
nounce
the
engagement
of
their
Olover, Edward Ladd, Richard Britt
Clean surroundings, nice beach — try In time of war. Taps were Impres for 50 double sheets and 50 envelopes,
BEVERLY ROBERTS • ERIC BIORE
daughter Dorothy P. Nutt to Vernon
including tlie printing See samples
aqd
Hervey
Allen
have
returned
adv.
•
The Universalist Mission Circle of
WINIFRED
SHAW • CRAIG REYNOLDS
sively sounded by Raymond Stone I at Thc Courier-Gazette office. Post
L. Packard of Warren. Plans are
thc Universalist Church will hold its from University of Maine for thc
JOSEPH
KING
• ROBERT BARRAT
and
the
band
played
selections.
Thc
made for an early fall wedding.
age 10 cents.
final meeting of the year Wednesday summer recess.
"I trust that we shall get along 4-H Girls Club was in the line of
Miss Viola Mank was at her horn?
at the cottage of Mrs. Katherine St.
ADDED
very nicely, Ada,” said Mrs. Brown march and was given a good hand
Mrs. Earl McWilliams was hostess here over the holiday.
Clair, Crescent Beach. Members will
Miss Florence M. West recently to the maid she had Just engaged; for its interest. The girls Wore
to T Club Friday night.
“VOICE OF EXPERIENCE" No. 9
take box luncheon, to be served at
visited relatives and friends in Re "for I am not at all difficult to white blouses and carried a banner
12.30. Election of officers for ensuing
1
In the afternoon the band marched
Miss Alice Flanagan has returned vere, Arlington and other Massachu please."
year will be held, and Dr. Lowe will
’•No, ma’am/’ replied the maid, to the church for the exercises. Jhe
NOW PLAYING
from Washington, D. C. where she setts cities.
give an address in the afternoon.
Raymond Fogler was guest of his “that's what, I thought as soon as beautiful Legion flag was carried to !
spent three weeks with her sister
“PRIVATE NUMBER"
Miss Agnes Flanagan. The trip in mother Mrs. M. A. Fogler enroute to ever il saw thc master.' ’ —Toronto the front by iRogcr Raymond,escort
Just received, new lot of very at
Globe.
with
ing
the
'Ladles
(Relief
Corps.
The
cluded a pleasurable weekend visit the U. of M. for Alumni Day.
tractive coats in white and pastel
William Vinal of Portland visited
service Included: Band selections
to Hot Springs, Virginia.
ROBT. TAYLOR, LORETTA YOUNG
shades. Lucien K. Green, 16 School
FEATHER BEDS
Wednesday at the home of his
under the leadership of Floyd Dun
street, Rockland—adv.
Don't forget the formal opening of mother Mrs. Emma V. Leach.
Now is the time to have your can; prayer, Rev. H. F. Huse; Get- j
Phone 892
Crescent Beach Inn next Friday night,
Miss Dorothy Nutt, senior at the U. Feather Red made into Mattresses tydburg Address, Clarence Water
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
APPLETON
—adv.
68-lt
of M, and Miss Bernice Nutt, student and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses man Jr.; honor roll, Herman j
made over. Drop a postal to
Cant. Sat. 2.15 to 10.43
Mrs. Ava Simpson of Criehaven is
at Gorham Normal School, recently
CrOckett; address “Patriotism" Rev. I
A. F. IRELAND
Daylight Saving Time
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Milk Fund Ball nt Oakland Park, visited their parents Mr. and Mrs. P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON, ME. H. F. Huse; “Star Spangled Banner" j
June 16, Benefit P.T.A.
65-71
John Clark, for two weeks.
Robert Nutt.
65-68
band; benediction.
j
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LOBSTER REARING PLANT

[at STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY j
EALM OF

Rep. Sleeper Endorses Feyler Plan and Will Work
To Have Station Here

Mu SIC

brought to the station and their
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The efforts of the Sea and Shore seeds removed and hatched. They '
would be developed to a reasonable i
Fisheries Department to create In
size and then replanted along the
Pointing out that "more peoplt completely control performance?
terest ln a systematic plan of con coast. The young lobsters, so started
have been lifted out of their depres Answer: Very satisfactory. Both con
servation and Increased propagation would stand a much greater chance
sion and have recognized their at ductor and pianist deserve com
1 In our fisheries impresses me as be- of reaching maturity, than dodging
titude toward life by what has been mendation.
1 ing a very worthy activity, and one the countless dangers of the deep
Tone Quality: Beauty, control,
sung than by what has been said,"
that should have the wholehearted that haunt their early existence ln
Mrs Foster L. Haviland of Portland timbre, blending: Answer: Fine.
the natural state. In fact those ln
support of every citizen of Maine.
Tone Balance: !Do not consider
chairman of the department ot
Realizing
the
enormous
potentlaliauthority
state that ten times as
Music in Religious Education of the numerically, but only balance of
5 ties of the fishing Industry, and many young lobsters so started will
Maine Federation of Music Clubs, tone. Answer: Very good.
especially the possibilities that Rock- eventually enter the lobstermcn's
Intonation: Individuals, sections
when in session recently in Bangor,
land haa along this line. I have dur- traps, as an equal number reared in
told of how the changed situations and full ensemble. Answer: Good.
ing my term as one of the two the haphazard natural method.
Technique; Accuracy of notes and
have brought about a new emphasis
Representatives
to Legislature made
j wou]d ,uggMt .Rockland as the
upon certain types of church music time values, precision, diction,
a careful study of tha outlook for jogicaj location for such a plant, due
organizations.
articulation, breath control. Answer:
i our fisheries, especially lobsters, and ,0 rs position at the geographical
Her report told of the constantly Very good.
am convinced that something should center of the Maine coast and thc
Rhythm and phrasing: Tempo,
changing conditions in America dur
| be done to save this valuable tMaine
oj [lie iobster industry. If I am
ing the past few years, making it decisiveness,'spirited or lacking in
| industry from total oblivion.
re-elected
I shall do all I can to see
necessary for the church to curtail life, melodic line, content of phrase.
As I understand it, one of the that ways and means are found to
its music program with regard to Answer: If cadences were held to
principal goals of the Department in
such a rearing station and
special soloists. This has brought full length would have been better.
IU recently launched campaign is to that u wouW
located hw
about a better type of choral sing
Interpretation: Understanding of
Joe E. Brown and Joan Blondell. teamed in Warner Bros.' Mg song and provide a rearing plant for lobsters.
_
,
.,
ing, and has resulted ln the nreantza- composition, preparation and cul laugh show "Sons O’ Guns." the mad merry musical that made Broadway The value of such a plant has been
TEL. 487
J S19 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
tion of choir groups ln schools anu mination of climax, contrast, indivi surrender to its hilarity'.—adv.
demonstrated many times by experlc]osc to my heart for years
colleges Great choir festivals have duality. good taste, expression marks,
mentation and veteran fisherman an3 nou. that plans are
,aW t0
brought about an interest ln church attention to detail. Answer: Quite
with whom I have talked agree that rp.hufld and encourage the industry
ave with DCH one leaned nthracite
music forums, the State of Connecti delightful.
guch an activity would be most bene- , pledrfe myseU> u rented to the
cut having made much of this church
Mr. Neillywas not impressed by the
flclal.
Legislature, to see that Rockland gets
music feature, also Kentucky, Mis uniform the girls wear, dark skirts
The records show that 10 years
Jus[ benefu from w BC„on lhal
|
Clara S Overlock
souri. Texas. Alabama, and Wlscon- and white sweaters with emblem la
------------------------------------ ----there were nearly 6000 lebster {h<f statc Qr Federal governments
atn. while 20 States arc holding choir very natty rig. I think) seeming to
I started at 6 15 on the morning or licences issued and that last year might take to help out the hard
festivals.
prefer ununlformed ranks. Had it j
TO
May 22 for Rhode Island. The there were less than 4.000. Several working and hard pressed fishermen.
Hymn singing has come into In-' not teen for this criticism and that (
weather was clear, cool and frosty things might be accredited to this
PAY
I am writing this because I am
creased emphasis in nearly every 1 concerning cadences, the rating
with themometer registering 40 on decline or a part of it. but the out convinced that tlie time is ripe to
FOR
standing
reason
is
the
diminishing
State, and nearly all the best hym- would have shown "superior" inthe porch. Good time was made a.endeavor to do something for our
supply,
which
the
depleted
yearly
,
t
nals are using old folk tunes "Some- stead of "excellent." However, a ratA
traffic was light this side of Portland
I .
. .
.................
- I Pound, waves, and beat against the
catches of the remaining fishermen fbherlM and
this »"at natural
time we hope to feature church: ing of "excellent" for a so-called
shore;
No stops were made until I reached
HOME
along the cliffs, and twist their
will clearly reveal. Following the Maine asset has been neglected too
school hymn contests where young small school and from work of a Lungebrown
hair with your r:ran white Kittery, leaving there one of the paslong.
present
trend
it
will
be
but
a
short
fingers.
people learn to properly play hymns supervisor whose time is frantically
sengers to visit until I returned Sun
We make loans on the Direct Reduction Plan of $1090.00 which
Grapple the rocks and rush on.
Cleveland Sleeper Jr.
time before lobster catching will join
and memorize thc texts' was one re- divided over the entire system from Scorn their Inhuman disdain:
day.
arc repaid in 139 months at the rate of 110.00 per month. Loans for
Rockland.
June
3
our
vanished
shipyards
in
the
for

have thc terror, the sparkle
mark Mrs Haviland made in her re- sub-primary to high school, is a mat- You
a longer term cost less pec month, or If you want a shorter term
Over the line into New Hampshire
They need though they notice you not.
gotten past, unless some drastic ac
thc monthly payment is larger, so in this way we can arrange a plan
port She also touclied upon the ter of congratulation, and Mrs. Rog—Wilbert Snow
I went, then on into Massachusetts
to meet your needs. Loans in any amount from $400.00 up to
tion is taken and taken soon.
Junior choir movement whl-h has ers fully deserves the expression of
• • • •
There were two things that attracted
$4000.00 in thr same proportion.
A
rearing
plant
of
sufficient
capa

had such a tremendous vogue ln the pride her townspeople show for her.
Portland Head
my attention as I rode along—one. the
WE BUY
city could be established at a cost of
last four years. In this movement
• • • •
Every day brings the usual amount season was much earlier and warmer
she strongly urged that the children
From 'The Angler s Reveille' by of work, but some one repeated "All than back in Maine, the other out less than $103,000, less than that of
three or four miles of new highway
and choir members be informed of Henry Van Dyke
work and no play makes Jack a dull .-landing feature was the way MassCLARENCE E. DANIELS
and it would go a long ways towards
This Is thc carol the robin throws
the background of the liturgies in
JEWELER
boy
and so an out-door che.ker achusetts did publicity work by mark-,__ .
...
.
_ ,
Over thc edge of the valley:
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
board and checkers were mac
be way For instance, here
8dlobsters1 wouil &be
which they participate.
Listen how boldly It flows.
sestf
Sally on sally:
Large hymn sings was another bit
are available to checker sharks
ls a nicely painted sign, white with
Tlrra-llrra.
Early morn.
of advice, sings involving many
Not many warm day s so far to stay 1 black lettering, which reads "Rowley"
New born’
out doors for sports U any kind, but and below is a brief history or dehundred people, making a public
Day Is near.
Clear, clear
we hope to get plen’y ln the near SCription of the place. Signs were
celebration which the minister ot the
Down the river
All a-qulver.
future.
not tco large or conspicuous but tc [
church enters, giving the history of
Fish are breaking.
1932 REO TRUCK CHASSIS
Visitors are not rolling ln very the visitor who is curious and like*,
the hymns. Hymn singing is also
Time for waking.
WITH CAB — Mechanically
Tup tup tup’
fast—not even over the holiday. to explore worthwhile places there was
becoming a part of the music course
Do you hear?
O. K. New rings Just installed,
Fishing
off
the
rocks
has
begun
and
|
All clear.
of public schools. It is of particular
a lure and an urge to follow the sign
valves rrgroqnd. A powerful,
Wake up I
a crowd of colored folk arrived to try
dependable truck (or only—
Interest to know that thc State of
It occurred to me that Maine could
their luck and somehow they always, „___ _
Maine stands very near the head of
1 use something of that type to boom
land their fish. They seldom go
the list of states making special ad
worthwhile places.
THE HOME GARDEN
away empty handed
vances in this work.
Another stop at Somerville to drop
Good Timers and gentlemen gave
Timely Information For Home
of! another passenger, then on again
1933 PLVMOl’TH COUPE—
Gardeners Prepared By Mem | a surprise party May 23 when they aver the dandy new cement roadway
Finish, tires and upholstery
bers Of thr Faculty Of the Uni
Rockland felt a justifiable thrill
rushed in on R T Sterling, remindshow little or no wear. Motor,
•
toward
Worcester.
I
stopped
at
versity Of Maine
, ing him ilest he forget* that another
ln having a school organization par
transmission and axles perfect
shape for dependability and
i anniversary was due The evening Duchland Farms for a dinner of fried
ticipate in the New England School
clams <and I'll say they know how to
durability.
Sale price—
j
was
pleasantly
passed
in
conversaCutworms
cause
much
damage
to
Music Festival which took place in
fry clams). I arrived at Worcester
•
. ». . *
. .
/ * *1.' » *•
Portland Thc organization was the ' field and garden crops every' year ] tion and playing games. Refreshat 3.30 and after an hour's wait in the
Rockland High School Girl. Glee
m05t
lnJury
fd_ a"d _a
cake with i Just so many) lighted c:ty went to Malvern Hill to visit the
Club under the direction of Mrs.
after the plants come up or are set candles made an attractive Center- home of a Mr. Davis who has recently
1939 DURANT SEDAN—Small
Esther Stevenson Rogers, public
_ought a aix-acre farm and ls Inter
mileage with motor recently
school music supervisor, whose work In the soil. Severe injury may con- piece. In the party were: Mr. and
overhauled. Rubber fair. Car it
has won wide commendation. The tinue until early July. Close watch Mrs. George Mitchell. Mr and Mr; ested in chicken raising with ducks
equipped with radio and heat
Wilfred
Burrell
and
son.
Mr
and
and
turkeys
as
a
side
line.
He
ls
furclub did not enter the competitive for the first signs of injury and the
er. A great bargain—
Mrs. George Soule, Mr. ar.d Mrs n.:,.iing his house with antiques of
hearings, and Mrs. Rogers' chief ob- prompt application of control mcasClarence Thomas. Mr and Mrs. W the early Colonial period—canopy
Ject in having thc girls participate urps
prevent extensive damage
C Dow Arthur Harlow Willard Hilt beds, mahegany sofas, early carved
was to get thc opinion of a skilled .
. __
~
u
.
.
by cutworms, says Dr John H Haw- Mrs Hilt. Mr.* Sterling and son Rob- chairs, etc. Hand-hewn celling raftchoral leader such as tlie judge as, _
1929 NAKH 4-DOOR SEDAN—
signed to the task. Rupert Neilly of kml1 of lhe Malne Agricultural Ex- ert. F. O. Hilt was called on deck ers in the rooms gave the impression
Thia motor rar Is in good me
when the cats were ready. Mr tnat here at least was an atmosphere
chanical condition with many
Portland. The result showed a rat- poriment Station.
thousands of mile* unused. Ha*
Ing of excellent with points tetween 5 Cutworms are fat, shiny caterpil- Sterling received gifts and many of quiet withal amid the bustle ol
wishes for happy returns of the day modern city life.
had excellent care. Only—
81-90. Below is shown a resume of lars which curl up while resting in
A merry time was enjoyed by all
‘ on this farm is the old stone pulthe rating sheet and Mr. Neilly's the soil. They are dark colored,
Mr and Mrs F. O Hilt motored pit close by an Indian spring, from
comments:
I usually brownish or greyish, and
recently to St Oeorge to attend whlch John nlloU preached to the
CHICK THIS!
General Effect: Was performance some of them are spotted or striped funeral services for Mrs Lilia Hock- jncj;ans jn 1636. The pulpit and
1932 ( HEVRO1.ET—157 In.
sincere, convincing and enjoyable? : They are small when first hatched ing. They were accompanied by A’SENSATIONAL VALUES I
wheel baar truck. Low mileage,
spring arc only a short way from the
to
2
inches
!
but
become
from
1*4
to
2
Inches
■
thur
Har]oa
.
and
were
g
Uest
.
s
o
f
\j
rs
Answer: Sincere and enjoyable.
extra good oversize tires. A
house and are well worth visiting.
Conductor and Ensemble: Make long when fully mature. During the Lucy E. Robinson.
good truck rrady for use and
Again started south on Route 146 for
at the special price of—
SB THE CLASSIFIED SECTION
deduction if you do not receive a day the cutworms hide in the sol! or
Memorial Day was spent quietly at
Pawtucket,
arriving
at
Lincoln,
R
I,
copy of music to be performed, beneath rubbish. At night tiwy the station due to the fact that W
about 630. After supper I went to
FOt OTHER CHEVROLET
promptness, attack and release, en come out and cut off plants or some- W. Grlffln 'Mrs Sterling's unclei
the movies and Saturday afternoon to
times
climb
up
and
cat
the
buds
cr
J
died
a
f
his
home
on
Deering
DEALERS' OFFERINGS
trances, decisive beat, did director
foliage.
street, Portland. Mr Oriffin inti races at Gansett where a crowd of
1931 FORD PANEL H TON
Land which has been in grass for a Mrs. Oriffin were always present 45.003 watched, bet. and cheered for
TRUCK — Reconditioned
I period of years ls likely to be badly when we had holiday celebrations. their favorite horses while much
throughout. Repainted. A great
*ANt> WHEN YOU PAINT 1 infested by cutworms. Such land
buy at this price if you can
Services were held for Mr. Grlffln money changed hands.
use an able r.-onomieal truck.
U5ETHE BEST PAINT- should be plowed early during the from Hay's funeral home. Congress
On the return trip no halls were
Only—
fall
preceding
the
spring
planting.
.
street.
Mr
and
Mrs
R
T.
Sterling.
.
made
Untu
passengers
were
picked
up,
THAT MEAN$
Weedy places, crop remains, and old Mrs. W C Dow.
W R Hilt. A W except at one of the big greenhouses
*A(ME QUALITY'^
fence rows in or about the field are Hathorn and Mrs F. O Hilt attended tha side of Saugus and at a diner
OF COURSE..'"
favorable to cutworm abundance and the services
for lunch. I tanked up the Pontiac
vTl
1934 CHEVROLET MASTER
should be cleaned up. Cutworms
Mr and Mrs L. O Goff, son Rich- ' with gas at e^ght gallons for $1 before
COACH—Bee this practically
hide In the soil near plants which ard. Mr. and Mrs W C Dow. Byron i reaching Maine. I stopped at Seanew Chevrolet and you'll pre
have been attacked and it is often and Richard Dow and Billy O'Neill brook Antique Shop, then on down to
fer it to anything thr market
practical in small gardens to dig out were guests Sunday and A W Old Orchard Beach where I found
offers at anywhere near the
the worms and destroy them.
price—
Hathorn Monday and Tuesday of F. plenty of crowd and noise. At Port
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plantings. Poison bran mash is
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Diesel and Gas Engines
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For Governor
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AND THE
make a moist mash which will be
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W
Page
................................
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For Representative to Congress
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of Our Coast

THE SURE WAY

THE BEST WAY

OLD GOLD

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
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